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SPEWNG BEE WINNERS — Top finishers in the Calloway County Spelling
Bee held March 17 at North Calloway Elementary School are (from left) Evy
Jarrett, seventh grader at East Calloway, third place; Mikal Grimes, sixth
grader at Southwest Calloway, second place and Rema Peeler, eighth
grader at North Calloway, first place. Tommy Brown of the Murray
Theaters presented the winner with a dictionary and all three top finishers
with checks.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Judge Rules Tenn-Tom
Opponents Delayed Suit
ABERDEEN, Miss. (AP) — A U.S.
District Court judge has ruled that
opponents to the widening of the Ten-
nessee-Tombigbee Waterway project
committed an inexcusible delay in
bringing their suit.
The combine of -environmentalists
and the Louisville di Nashville Railroad
had contended that the US. Army
Corps of Engineers did not have
congressional authorization to proceed
with widening the waterway from 170
feet to 300 feet.
Ready said that defendants in the suit
— the federal government — would
suffer undue prejudice if the suit were
allowed to continue.
The environmentalists could appeal
the part of the suit dealing with the
width change to the 5th U.S. Circuit
An AP News Analysis
Court of Appeals, Keady said.
Keady, who heard arguments earlier
this year concerning the authority of
the corps to expand the waterway
width, said the plaintiffs knew or should
have known that the Corps was
proceeding with the enlargement.
Witnesses for the Corps had testified
that the expansion was done with the
knowledge and concurrence of
Congress and was necessary to insure
that the canal would be able to handle
anticipated barge traffic.
Some construction on the waterway
could not be changed or would be ex-
tremely difficult to revise, Keady ruled.
The 253-mile waterway will connect
the Tennessee River with the Gulf of
Mexico at Mobile via the Tombigbee
and Warrior rivers in Mississippi and
Alabama.
Israeli Cabinet Approves Treaty;
Only Parliament Okay Remains
By The Associated Press
The Israeli Cabinet today approved
the peace treaty with Egypt, leaving
ratification by the Israeli Parliament
as the only remaining step before a
historic signing ceremony in
Washington — as early as next Monday
— ending 30 years of conflict between
the two nations.
The Parliament debate is scheduled
to open Tuesday and the vote may come
Wednesday or Thursday. As with the
Cabinet, the Parliament's approval is
considered a foregone conclusion.
Cabinet Secretary Arieh Naor said
the Cabinet voted 15-2 to approve the
treaty, engineered by President Carter
on his Mideast peace mission last week.
The Cabinet debated the treaty for five
hours before voting. It was not learned
immediately who had cast the negative
votes.
Publication of the treaty text by the
Israelis was expected later today.
Over the weekend U.S. presidential
envoy Zbigniew Brzezinski failed to win
Saudi Arabian and Jordanian support
for the Egyptian-Israeli treaty, but he
said he is "more convinced than ever"
the pact will be the "beginning and
cornerstone" of peace in the Middle
East.
The Israeli Cabinet session was
largely a formality, since each article
and clause of the treaty was studied and
approved during a half-year of
negotiations capped last week --by--
President Carter's Mideast trip.
The National Religious Party — the
second-largest in Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin's governing
coalition — has demanded that the
Cabinet agree to affirm broad prin-
ciples protecting Israeli interests in
negotiations for Palestinian autonomy
in the occupied West Bank of the Jordan
River and the Gaza Strip. The
negotiations are to start one month
after the treaty is signed.
Begin met NRP leaders Sunday to
work out a deal to keep the religious
party in line and avoid a confrontation
in the coalition government. Details of
the meeting were not released.
The NRP has three ministers in the
17-member Cabinet, and 12 seats in the
120-seat Parliament, or Knesset. The
Haaretz newspaper predicts the treaty
package will win 100 votes in the
Knesset.
The date for signing — planned for
Washington — is not likely to be an-
nounced until after the Knesset votes.
The Saudi royal family and Jordan's
King Hussein still demand a "com-
prehensive peace" that would end
Israeli occupation of all Arab land
taken in 1967, including East
Jerusalem, and would meet Arab
demands for Palestinian self-rule,
officials in the capitals of the two
countries said.
Brzezinski, President Carter's
national security chief, led a U.S.
delegation in weekend meetings with
Saudi King Khaled in Riyadh and
Hussein in Amman. Then he flew to
Cairo to tell President Anwar Sadat
about his talks.
Brzezinski said his talks with the two
monarchs were "constructive and
useful" and he was "encouraged." He
would not elaborate, but there was
speculation the Saudis indicated they
would not cut off their financial support
of Egypt.
"We are more convinced than ever
that the forthcoming peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel is both the
beginning and the cornerstone for a
comprehensive peace treaty in the
region," said Brzezinski.
Sadat had no comment.
Brzezinski was flying back to
Washington today, while Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
was going to Western Europe to brief
leaders there on the proposed treaty.
Although foes of the treaty are calling
for a pan-Arab economic boycott of
Egypt if Sadat signs the pact with
Israel, it would hurt the Egyptians only
if the Saudis joined in.
Less than 4 pe rce nt of Egypt's ex-
ports go to other Arab countries, and
Egypt is itself an exporter of oil. But
Saudi Arabia gave Egypt nearly $1
billion in aid last year and banks about
$1.6 billion in Egypt. Dipiomats here
predict the Saudis will continue to
"straddle the political fence."
Carter Meets With Advisers To
Review Energy, Inflation Policies
By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter met at Camp David today with
his top advisers to review the ad-
ministration's policies on energy and
inflation.
Carter, Vice President Walter F.
Mondale and top White House and
Cabinet officials began what was to be a
day-long session at the Marine-guarded
retreat in Maryland's Catoctin
MOttallift& •
One of the principal items on the
agenda was what to do about federal
price ceilings on domestically produced
oil, which are mandatory until May 31,
then may be removed or continued at
presidential discretion.
The White House hotly denied a
published report that Carter was vir-
tually certain to eliminate these con-
trols and allow the price of domestic oil
to rise to world levels.
"The president has made no decision
on the course of action he will pursue,"
press secretary Jody Powell said in a
statement. "Speculation about what
that decision will be is idle and unin-
formed.
Among those summoned to the
meeting were Energy Secretary James
R. Schlesinger, Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal, Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall, Commerce Secretary
Juanita Kreps and budget director
James McIntyre.
Also attending were Carter's chief
anti-inflation strategist, Alfred E.
Kahn; Charles Schultze, chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers;
White House domestic policy aide
Stuart Eizenstat; trade ambassador
Robert Strauss and Assistant Secretary
State Democrats Nervous About Nunn
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Many
Kentucky Democrats are nervous these
days about the specter of Louie Nunn,
and with good reason.
The question is how a former
Republican governor eight years out of
office, with a loser's tinge and
vulnerable on the tax issue, could pose
such a threat to the dominant
Democrats — and well before the
customary serious GOP effort for a
once-a-generation governorship.
The answer is easy: The Democrats
are in disarray because of continuing
today's index















scattered showers and thun-
dershowers tonight and Tuesday.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
50s. Highs Tuesday in the mid to
upper 60s.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Wednesday through
Friday calls for a chance of
showers.
controversies and alleged scandals
surrounding the administration of Gov.
Julian Carroll.
There are no fewer than six major
party candidates for governor in the
May 29 primary and most oppose the
administration.
Such splintering is highly unusual,
but even more perilous to the
Democrats is the tendency toward
savage verbal thrusts that could cause
an irreparable split after the primary.
That was the warning sounded earlier
this month by former Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane, one candidate who has
avoided harsh words about his rivals.
Sloane walks a narrow line these days
separating himself from the state
administration without criticizing it
constantly. What he said probably
would be echoed by Carroll.
"This election is not a referendum on
Julian Carroll and his administration,"
Sloane said. "It's about who is going to
be the next governor."
But three Democratic candidates —
Ralph Ed Graves, George Atkins and
Carroll Hubbard — have been saying in
effect that Carroll and Terry
McBrayer, his presumed favorite, are
one and the same for all intents and
purposes.
And they are unlikely to stop their
attacks despite Sloane's warning that
resulting political wounds may be
impossible to heal.
The sixth candidate, Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stovall, has been less critical of the
administration She also happens to be
the best known of the contenders and is
regarded currently as the frontrunner:
Meantime, Nunn, who announced a
week ago, reportedly has all the money
he needs to wage a vigorous campaign
in November -- assuming he rolls over
his only real rival, Ray White, in the
GOP primary.
The influx of funds into Nunn
headquarters, of course, could be
ominous to the Democrats, for it means
that many contributors think he can
win or are hedging their bets.
For all the secret concern about
Nunn, most Democratic candidates
boldly proclaim they can whip him in
the fall.
McBrayer cites his legislative record
of battles with the former governor and
claims he can stand "nose to nose" with
Nunn.
The three anti-administration con-
testants claim in substance that Nunn
logically would have no valid issues
against them.
Mrs. Stovall dismisses Nunn as "that
Republican fellow."
To add to the amusement of ob-
servers, some Democratic candidates
like to speculate informally about
rivals they think would be easiest for
Nunn to defeat.
That game has been played in other
Democratic primaries, but the odds of
history are with any Democratic
candidate because of the party's more
than 2 to 1 registration margin in
Kentucky.
Also worth remembering is that
eventually most Democrats manage to
gather around the nominee.
However, the last time they failed to
do so gave the victory to Nunn in 1967
against Henry Ward.
Incidentally, Ward, an able ad-
ministrator, was among the poorest
campaigners the Democrats could have
selected.
Nunn's vulnerability is that he has
become known as the governor who
broke his word and pushed a state sales
tax increase of two cents in 1968. A
decade later, during a time of tax
consciousness, the act will be cited
endlessly by Nunn's opponents.
The former Republican governor
failed to get a successor elected in 1971
and met disaster in his race against
Democrat Walter "Dee" Huckileston
for the U.S. Senate in 1972.
At a time when Republican Richard
Nixon was rolling up a 300,000-plus vote
margin in Kentucky for president.
Nunn was losing by about 35,000 to
Huddleston.
of State Julius L. Katz.
Besides energy, the agenda was
expected to include the ad-
ministration's semi-voluntary wage
and price guidelines, which so far have
shown little effect in the face of an
urnexpectedly strong business per-
formance.
Officials said no hard decisions were
expected to be made at today's session,
which instead was devoted to a broad
review of current conditions.
Under discussion were mandatory
thermostat controls and a long list of
other, ideas packaged in a proposed
"Iranian Response Plan," designed to
cope with the pinch on supplies that is
just beginning to be felt as a result of
the Iranian revolution.
The president and his aides also were
likely to grapple with the conflict
between his pledge to let U.S. oil prices
rise to world market levels and his top-
priority policy to fight inflation.
Administration sources, who asked
not to be identified, have said Carter
would probably reveal his energy plans
in a national television address
sometime this month.
By then, the Iran-caused oil shortage
may be felt at-gasoline stations where
restricted allocations for March are
beginning to dwindle.
Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger says the Iranian shutdown,
which started in December and has
only recently begun to ease, may cost
the United States 2.5 percent of its oil,
or 500,000 barrels a day. And he says
that could eventually rise to 800,000
barrels a day.
The United States has also promised
its partners in the International Energy
Agency to cut oil consumption, perhaps
by as much as 1 million barrels daily by
year's end.
The question facing Carter was how
to do that without shocking the nation's
economy.
He also faces a May 31 end to
congressionally imposed price ceilings
on U.S.-produced oil. On that date the
ceiling become discretionary, left up to
decisions by the president.
Carter could simply let the controls
die, allowing the average price of oil in
the United States to jump about $2 a
barrel to match world prices — an
immediate increase of about 5 cents.
Because of the inflationary impact of
such a move, other possibilities have
been proposed, including a two-stage
removal of price controls to gradually
raise U.S. prices to world levels by late
1981.
Although the administration was not
formally publishing the "Iranian
response" proposals, many have been
discussed publicly.
Carter has already asked Congress
for standby authority to impose
heating, cooling and hot water limits on
commercial and public buildings, but
not on residences.
He has also asked for authority to
order complete or partial weekend
service station closings, and to ban
unnecessary advertising lighting.
Other items likely to be discussed as
part of an "Iranian response" package
included:
—Temporary waivers of clean-air
requirements to permit the burning of
more coal or high-sulfur domestic oil in
place of imported oil.
—Suspending the federal schedule for




Sales were down on both Murray
loose leaf tobacco floorsptoday ac-
cording to spokesmen for the floors and
Holmes Ellis, general manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Ellis said that this morning's dark
fired sale indicated that "the trade is
increasingly selective."
Rob McCallon of Growers Loose Leaf
Floor said prices for tobacco were low
and that it appeared buyers were
getting their orders full. He said that
most of the tobacco was of low quality.
Top price on Growers floor today was
$1.54 per pound, while the average price
was well below a dollar. About 200,000
pounds were sold on that floor.
"Prices were a lot cheaper on ac-
count of the moisture in the tobacco,"
according to Cecil Farris of Farris
Loose Leaf Floor. He also said that it
appeared buyers had gotten all they
need for this year. Figures on that floor
were not available as yet.
Another sale will be held Wednesday
on both floors.
COLLINS RECEPTION — Martha Layne Collins, center, candidate for lieutenant governor, and R. C. Alexander of
Mayfield, Purchase Area coordinator for the Collins campaign, listen intently to Z. C. Enix, Calloway County
Democratic chairman, at a reception for Mrs. Collins Friday night at the Holiday Inn. The Versailles Democrat is
presently clerk of the state Court of Appeals. Bob Nanney and Betty Bennett, local campaign chairmen, arranged
the reception. • Staff Photo By Debbte N. lee
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Mesdav, March 15
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
thelodge hall for work in the
Master Mason's degree.
William Matthews, Director
of Writing Program at
University of Washington, will
read from his works at 7:33
p.m. in Room 423, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Murray State University
Debate Students will debate
an international team from
New Zealand at 7:30 p.m. in
the Nursing Building, MSU.
Concert performances by
Cream with Eric Clanton,
Jack Bruce, and Genger
Baker will be at the Student
Center, Murray State
University, through March 23.
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with Bill Phillips to
speak on ''Legal Aspects of
Man's Best Friend." Public is
invited.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at 7 p.m.
in Room 209, Roy Stewart
Stadium, with Joe Rigsby as
speaker.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program on -Water









Children is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 240,
Special Education Building,
Murray State University.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church with the lessons on
yoga to continue by Carolyn
Reagan. This is open to all
single adults over 18 years of
age.
Recovery, Inc. „will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Tuesday, March 20
Organizational meeting for
parents who wish to have
children participate in the free
parent-tot swimming program
for youngsters 6 months to 3
years will meet in Room 103,
Carr Health Building, Murray
State University.
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 1:30 p.m.
Calloway County Medical
Auxiliary will meet in the
private dining room of the new
cafeteria of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Style shows by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be held at
the club house. The first will
be at 11:45 a.m. when a lun-
cheon will be served, and the
second will be at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the luncheon show
are 84.50 each and for the
evening show $2 each. Persons
may call Becky Jo Jones, 753-
3215, or Neva Grey Allbrittn,
753-1893, Bank of Mull*.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center
with the program by the
Calloway Library Outreach
‘Program to be at 10
Persons should arrive by 9:30
a.m.
. Murray Assembly No. 19
Bluegrass State CB Club is Order of the Rainbow for Girls
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at will meet at the Masonic Hall
the lodge hall. at 7 p.m.
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Senior Adult FeUowshi of
the First Baptist Church
have a potluck luncheon at
Fellowship Hall of the church
at 12 noon.
Jonathan Aurora Action
Committee will meet at the
Brass Lantern Restaurant,
Aurora, at 7 p.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be held at the First United
Methodist Church at 9:30 a.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Marilyn
Herndon, 1620 Kirkwood, at 7
p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Ralph
Robertson'at 7 p.m.
Lecture by William R.
Tincher of Purex Industries,
Inc., will give the
Distinguished Lecture in






bled by Murray State art
history students who have
interviewed the artists and
published an interpretive
catalog about their works will
open in the Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and continue
through April 10.
International film, "For-
bidden Games, will be shown
at 1:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the
Murray State University
,Student Center.
Faculty recital by Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-
soprana. Marie Taylor, piano.
and Katherine E. Mason,
viola, will be at 8:15 p.m. at
the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Devotion will
be at 10:05 a.m., Library
program at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, and band practice at 1
p.m.
Tuesday, Mardi,*
Life and Learning course of.
Basic Cake Decorating wild
open at Murray State
University
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center,




meet as follows: Wadesbon,
with Mrs. Lowell Palmer and
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Clovis Jones, both at 1:30
p.m.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy is scheduled to
meet at the Koine of Mrs.
James Hammack at 1:30 p.m.




Workshop for retired teachers
in Calloway, Marshall, Lyon,
and Trigg Counties will be in
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University,
from 1 to 5, p.m. For in-
formation call 762-2146.
"Food Buying and Money
Management Lessons
Planned for Senior Citizens"
will be taught by Frances
Brown at the Douglass
Community Center at 11 a.m.
For information call 753-8938.
Wednesday, March 21
Final session of the Estate
Planning Seminar, sponsored
by Calloway Extension Ser-
vice, will be at 10 a.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
Ladies Day luncheon at the
Oaks CountrY- Club will be
served at 12 noon with Ann
Watson and Jennifer Crouse
as chairmen of the hostesses.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
will meet at 6 p.m. for a dinner
served by Group IV of CWF at
the fellowship hall.
First United Methodist Men
will meet at 6:30 p.m. with the




By Abigail Van Buren
Literary Larceny
Of the Verse Kind
DEAR ABBY: Did you ever determine for certain the
author of that beautiful poem, "Slow Me Down, Lord"?
You said 92 people claimed to have written it. Didn't the
original author ever copyright it?
CURIOUS IN WINNIPEG
DEAR CURIOUS: The author of "Slow Me Down, Lord"
is Wilferd A. Peterson. He wrote it in 1952 but failed to
copyright it, which made it very easy to plagiarize. Three
people forwarded "documented" proof claiming authorship.
Each sent me a slightly altered version of Peterson's poem,
insisting that they originated it. lOne even set it to music
and is planning to record it!)
When I asked Peterson why he didn't sue these frauds, he
said, "I'd rather write than fight."
Peterson is now 78, and perhaps the Lord has answered
his prayer and HAS slowed him down a little, but he con-
tinues to be a fast friend and faithful correspondent.
DEAR ABBY: The question arose in your column whether
a woman who had borroived $200 from a friend should pay
interest when nothing was said about interest at the time
she borrowed it. (It took her 14 years to pay it back.)
You said the person who lent the money should be glad to
get the $200 back after 14 years— never mind the interest.
When a loan agreement is silent with regard to interest,
the law usually imputes an interest rate into the agreement.
(In Ohio, a 6 percent interest rate is imputed.)
In any event, inasmuch as pricelkave more than doubled
over the last 14 years, the credit ould have received at
least $400 in return.
OHIO ATTORNEY
DEAR ATTORNEY: What a person is legally entitled to
is oftentimes • far cry from what he gets. I maintain that,
after a 14-year wait, the lady was lucky to see her $200
again.
DEAR ABBY: A woman writes to Dear Abby and says,
"This guy I am writing about is a real louse. I will call him
Paul."
My name happens to lie Paul. Why does she have to drag
my name through her filth? If he's a louse, let her use HIS
rean name—not mine!
Second question: What is all this garbage about equal
rights for women? If women get any more rights, I'm chang-
ing my lifestyle from Paul to Pauline.
FED UP IN BARTLESVILLE, OKLA.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "VANCOUVER INQUIRY": No
one said it better than Moliere: "No one is safe from slander.
The best way is to pay no attention. but live in innocence
and let the world talk."
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital News
3-3-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Redden, Baby Girl ( Anna),
Rt. 1, Benton, Burrow, Baby
Boy (Artianda ), 214 Ellis Dr.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Tina L. Lofton and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8 Bx. 25 Benton,
Mrs. Brenda G. Fox and Baby
Boy, Apt. No. 13 Winchester
Apts. Murray, Mrs. Karen L.
Hill and Baby Boy, Rt. 8 Bx.
306 Benton, Scott S. Gordon,
2109 Brook Haven, Murray,
Shawn W. Gordon, 2109 Brook
Haven, Murray, Tara G.
Galyen, Rt. 8 Benton, Jeffery
Enoch, Rt. 1 Bx. 123 A
Murray, Roy R. Mason, 1051/2
E. 7th Benton, Mrs. Teresa F.
Atkins, Rt. 3 Mayfield, Terry
A. Downs, Rt. 1 Bx. 228
Farmington, Mrs. Mary J.
Thurmond, Rt. 1 Bx. 127
Murray, Mrs. Corrine D.
Foster, Bx. 124 Hazel, Mrs.
Eulala Boyd, 1704 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Reva P.
Shelton, 312 N. 5th Murray,
James R. Wiggins, Rt. 1 Bx.
163 Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
L. Emerson, Rt. 1 Murray,





Mrs. Sherry Brewer and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Bx. 680
Murray, Mrs. Lisa J. Fox and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5 Bx. 136
Murray, Lore Landolt, 1318
Wells Blvd. Murray, Mrs.
Estelle R. Shelton, 1709
Calloway, Murray, Larry D.
Nimmo, Rt. 8 Bx. 8 Murray,.
Mrs. Elreta Carr, 1119 Cir-
cararna Dr. Murray, Amy M.
Spears, 46A Riviera Ct.
Murray, Mrs. Patricia A.
Cause y, Rt. 2 Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Rose M. Garland, Bx. 171
Hazel, Mrs. Nancy Smiley, Rt.
2 Bx. 57 Benton, Mrs. Vaudie
Edwards, Bx. 4 Kirksey,
Rupert C. Pittman, Cr. Bx. 33
New Concord, Mrs. Haven
Veros, J2 S. Side Manor,
.Murray, Mrs. Mavis Kirks,





Villaflor girl (Debbie), 1207
Melrose, Murray, Luech Boy
(Sharon). Rt. 2 Puryear,
Tenn., Cole Boy (Madonna),
Rt. 4 Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Helen R. Hobbs, Rt. 1
Bx. 174 Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Karen Billington, Rt. 8, Bx. 70
Murray, Ky. Tom E. Travis,
Rt. 3 Bx. 354 Murray, Warren
D. Mathis, Rt. 4 Bx. 241
Murray, Mrs. Ora L. Lewis,
Rt. 8 Bx. 430 Murray, Mrs.
Robie J. Steele, 1207 East-
wood, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Leola
Lafser, 1704 Plainview,
Murray, Mrs. Clara B.
Bramley, 506 N. L. P. Miller
St. Murray, Adam P.
Holshouser, 424 Birch Cove,
Mayfield, Mrs. Theresa M.
Lampkins, Rt. 1 Bx. 286
Prim 60011 Teo., Wad., Tin..





Open 7 • on to 6 p
Phew. 713 0044
0 Dees A Week
Hardin, Richard M. Jones, 404
S. 6th Murray, Mrs. Janet L.
Guy 1608 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, William Hammer, 36
Riviera Ct. Murray, Mrs.
Janie B. Dunn, Bx. 17 Dexter,
Mrs. Brenda H. Jones, 2A
South Side Manor, Murray,
Mrs. Karen L. Edwards, Rt. 4
Bx. 156 Benton, Mrs. Linda L.
Wilson, Rt. 1 Bx. Murray,%in
Otis B. Brooks, Rt, 8 Bx. 64
Murray, James L. Pri ore,
804 N. 17th Murray, Debra D.
Coleman, Bx. 4581 Hart Hall,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn J.
Carroll, Rt. 7 Bx. 650 Murray,
Mrs. Pearl J. Baxter, 1615
Catalina Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Ruby E. Haley, Rt. 1 Bx. 153
Almo, Robert Booher, Rt. 5
Benton, Tax Galloway, Rt. 3
Murray, Mrs. 1.yda C.
Cunisch, 831 Hurt Dr. Murray,
Mrs. L. A. Rowland, 2000
Gatesboro, Murray, Mrs.



















103 N. 17th St., Murray,
Hurter, Twin Girls (Beth)
Lexpired), Rt. 7 Bx. 110
Murray.
SANDWICH FILLING
Apples add zip to tuna in this
special sandwich filling.
Combine one can (7 ounces)
tuna, drained and flaked; one
apple, cored, peeled and
chopped; and L4 cup coarsely
chopped peanuts. Mix in vs
cup mayonnaise, a dash of
curry powder and salt and
pepper to taste. Spoon apple-
tuna mixture into halved
loaves of pocket bread. Top























































Food Buying and Money
Management Lessons will be
taught by Miss Frances
Brown, retired home
economics teacher from
Murray State University, in a
series of three consumer
education lessons for the
Frances Brown
—Special Teacher
Senior Citizens at each of the
two Murray Centers and two
lessons at the Hazel Com-
munity Center.
Subjects to be discussed
include:
"Have You Found Your
Dollars Are Buying Less and
Less Each Time You Go To
The Store?"; "Are You
Interested In Finding A Way
To Compare Costs and
Quantities On Various
Packages In Order To Get The
Most For Your Money?"
"Are You Confronted With
Exaggerated Promises and
Claims When You Shop For
the Everyday Necessities?";
"Do You Need Assistance In
Developing Specific Skills
Which Can Help You In
Camparative Shopping, Help
You Recognip Advertising
Propaganda, and Prevent You
From Being A Victim of
Frauds and Gyps?"




Wednesday, March 21, Food
Shopping, Monday, March 26,
Developing Buying Skills, and
Friday, March 30,
Recognizing Frauds and
Gyps, all at 11 a.m.
Ellis Community Center,
phone 753-0929—Tuesday, April
10, Food Shopping, Thursday,
April 12, Developing Buying
Skills, and Thursday, April 19,
Recognizing Frauds and
Gyps, all at 11 a.m.
Hazel Community Center-
Wednesday, April 11, Food
Shopping and Buying Skills,
and Wednesday, April 25,
Recognizing Frauds and
Gyps, both at 12:30 p.m.
The programs are spon-
sored by the Murray-Calloway
county Senior Citizens
Program and the Center For
Continuing Education at
Murray State University.
All Senior Citizens and other
interested persons are invited
to attend any of the sessions
listed above. Each may
choose the location and the
time, most convenient. Per- -
sons needing transportation
and planning to eat at the
center, phone the day before
the scheduled meeting. For
Douglass Center call 753-808
and for Ellis Center call 759-
0929.
LADIES
Do you need help with your spring cleaning?






*Fire and Water Damage
*Supermarket & Dept. Stores
*Complete office cleaning
Ask about our "Turn Key" service on vacation





Professional service at an economical price.
Stove Dobbs Keith Miller
753-9757 759-1831
Beginners of a New Look At
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HEALTH
Advice on skin problems
Lawrence E Lamb. M.D
DEAR DR. LAMB As
common as this problem
may sound, I have yet to get
any helpful advice for it, and
I would appreciate any you
may have.
My daughter is 12 now and
is moving into teenage skin
problems. I have tried sev-
eral of the skin products on
the market advertised for
teenage problems but noth-
ing seems to work. My
daughter washes her hair
every day since most of her
problem is in her forehead
and around her hairline. She
also uses alcohol after wash-
ing her face. Is there any-
thing she can do to help keep
blemishes under control un-
til she outgrows this prob-
lem'
DEAR READER As
you know, acne or pimples
and such related conditions
commonly occur at puberty
in both boys and girls. It is
severe more frequently in
boys than it is in girls, but
both sexes have their prob-
Oaks Club To
Hold Ladies
Day Luncheon skin blemishes. This may
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
first ladies day luncheon of the
new club year on Wednesday,
March 21, at 12 noon.
"Fresh Breath of Spring"
will be the theme of the lun-
cheon, according to Ann
Watson and Jennifer Crouse,
co-chairmen of the hostesses.
For reservations members
may call 753-4605 or 753-7791.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames Marsha Hendren,
Dorothy Byrn, Olivia Mar-
shall, Glenda Newsome, Linda
Adams, Muriel Baar, Mary
Bain, Josephine McLemore,
Mary Pierce, Carolyn Parks,
Juanita Stallons, and Paul
Calhoun.
lems It's directly related to
the active sex glands and the
formation of sex hormones
beginning at that stage of
life.
The skin undergoes a lot of
changes. literally, parts of
it get a lot greasier because
the oily skin glands start
secreting a lot of oil. Those
oil glands are really sex
glands. And you're right, the
forehead area is a favorite
location.
It sounds to me like you're
doing about as much as you
can expect to accomplish on
your own. For additional
help, you will probably have
to take your daughter to a
doctor. There are basically
three approaches to solving
these problems, all of which
may be necessary in diffi-
cult cases.
The first is to try to pre-
vent the oily skin glands
from secreting so much oil
-- to literally dry up the
skin. Of course, simply
washing the oil away and
using alcohol is a help, but
sometimes that's not
enough.
The second approach is to
improve the proper drain-
age of these oily glands so
they won't cause acne and
involve using a skin peeling
agent which literally peels
off the surface of the skin,
and in so doing opens the
drainage of the oily glands.
A good example here is
vitamin A acid, a prescrip-
tion item which can be ap-
plied to the surface of the
skin.
By the way, it's not the
same thing as the vitamin A
you swallow, so I'm cer-
tainly not recommending
taking vitamin A as a treat-
ment for acne. Some cases
of vitamin A toxicity have
been reported in teenagers
who took large amounts,
thinking vitamin A would
cure their acne It won't.
The third approach is to
eliminate tiny bacteria that
live in the pores of the oil
glands. That's why the tetra-
cyclines are used. These
One Day Film Processing
•Portra its .Weddings .Frames
Artcraft
Photography
118 So. 12th 753-0035
New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, It's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
BRIGHT
COLORS!
You chose the colors! At that time,
they were exactly right for you.
Those colors will stay that way with
our expert Sanitone drycleaning.
Bright and clear! Colors you love!









5 Pts. 131h & Main
Sanstone
feriffird Moon nrycironer
bacteria split the fat that's
formed by the oily gland and
in so doing cause the fat to
become an irritating chemi-
cal. This is part of what
causes the inflammatory re-
action of the skin.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 8-2,
Acne Can Be Treated. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
I hope you get some help
from this information but I
would, again, strongly
advise that you take your
daughter to your doctor' so
she can have medical super-
vision in controlling her
acne problem. Adequate
treatment at this age in Life
can prevent scarring and
problems that could concern





Hafford L. Adams, 803
Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Ethel M. Pace, Rt. I,
Buchanan, Tenn., Tammie S
Pierce, 603 N. 16th, Murray,
Mrs. Paulette F. Borders, E20
Fox Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Euple E. Ward, 212 N. 8th,
Murray, O.M. McReynolds,
Rt. 7, Box 27, Mayfield, Harold
W. Gay, General Delivery,
Hazel, Mrs. Leona M.
Stowers, Southside Manor
AB-4, Murray, Jack W.
Norsworthy, Shady Oaks,
Murray, Edith McClure, Rt. 5,
Box 141, Murray, Melissa G.
Sweatimin,, Murray,. Mr_o___ sign.
Connie S. McCloud, P. 0. Box
834, Cadiz, Mrs. Melva M.
Birke, Rt. 5, Box 2376,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy A.
Wiggins, Rt. 1, Box 172,
Mayfield, Mrs. Cora M. Smith,
Rt. 8, Box 100, Benton, Mrs.
Nancy J. Rogers, Box 41,
Hazel, Mrs. Lottie 0. Grubbs,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Mary K.
Schumacher, 1616 Calloway,
Murray, Mrs. Betty S. Wilson,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, Mrs. Mary L.
McLean, 1009 Sharpe,
Murray, Jesse L. Dailey, Rt.
2, Box 172, Murray, Guy S.
Wilson, Box 158, New Concord
Emil 'Humphries, 104 S.
Fowler, Hopkinsville, Marvin
0. Page, 501 S. 9th, Murray,
Oliver C. Mcl,emore, 101
Hickory Dr., Murray.
Coleman & Glisson
Vows To Be Read-
• Miss Pamela Kay Coleman
and David Lynn Glisson •
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Coleman of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Pamela Kay, to David Lynn Glisson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Glisson of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed at Burnett's Shoes, Murray.
Mr. Glisson, a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is self employed as a farmer.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, May 4, at
7 p.m. at the First Christian Church. A reception will follow
at the church.




 Frances Drake 
With the proper clothing, a
man can stand the extreme
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FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 20,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
foreca.st given for your birth
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4Y814
Make dreams come true.
Discuss travel plans with a
mate or close one. Romantic
interests at a distance in-
trigue. Friends are helpful.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Your personality is the
factor that will make business
and career interests suc-
cessful now. Friendliness and
charm win others over.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 201 no9r-
Distance lends enchantment
on this day when you wish to
visit those afar. Make travel
plans and be receptive to the
ideas of close ones.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ec---)
Follow the suggestions of
friends re diet and physical
fitness programs. Let intuition
be your guide and progress at
work is assured.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Share your ideas with loved
ones. Romance has a touch of
mystery and glamour about it.
Save time for pleasure or
creative work.
VIRGO 
Wrt,..^1( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) -
Plan a social get-together
with co-workers at your place.
Now's the time to brighten up
your home with a decorative
touch!
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72) Arl
Forgo daydreaming. Act on
creative ideas, for you are
inspired now. Hobbies should
be especially rewarding and
pleasurable.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 nVeltic'
Trust your hunches in
financial matters now. Pur-
chase something nice for
yourself and be on the look out
for an art object for the home.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 360k.
If you feel like writing a love
letter, go ahead. Your per-
sonality wins others over now.
Make important phone calls
and local visits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) WO
Momerlts spent by yourself
will lead to inspired thoughts,
but you may have difficulty
finding the words to show
others how much you care.
AQUARIUS
4124A-it.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)-1'
Get-togethers with friends
may lead to a romantic in-
troduction. Pay especial at-
tention to your appearance for
your best success.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You may be romantically
attracted to a higher-up. It
may be best to keep this in-
terest secret for the time
being Career efforts meet
with success.
YOU BORN TODAY are
diplomatic and sympathetic.
Your interest in reform
movements attracts you to
politics and public service.
Your sensitivity finds a ready
outlet in the arts and you'd
make a fine novelist,
musician, playwright, artist,
and actor. Don't _let_ worry_
about money throw you off
balance. Though you function
best in a friendly en-
vironment, action and ex-
citement keep you from the
doldrums. You'd rather work
with others than for yourself,
but don't become too
dependent. Birthdate of
111:en, playwright; Ozzie
Nelson, TV star; and Michael
Redgrave, actor.
Annual Style Show Planned
Noon & Evening On Tuesday
Carole Hahn, general
chairman for the 25th annual
style show of the Music
Deportment of the Murray
Woman's Club has released
the names of persons who will
participate in the two shows
scheduled for Tuesday, March
20, at the club house.
Chairman for Models and
Stores will be Cecilia Brock.
Modeling both fashions and
shoes from Bright's will be Jo
Curris, Jennifer Darnell, and
Rebecca Dublin; modeling for
The Cherry's and Cherry
Branch will be Connie Adlich,
Linda Begley, and Willette
Richardson.
Fashions from Littleton's
and shoes from the Shoe Shack
will be shown by Jean Ben-
nett, Amy Doran, and Laurie
Crass Rollins. Libby Hart,
Betty Lowry, and Kay Ray
will model for the
Mademoiselle Show. For the
Showcase the models will be
Lee Ann Boone, Cecilia Brock,
Sally Crass, Lynn Erwin, and
Margaret Porter. Shoes from
the shoe Tree will also be
shown.
Don Brock, Jr., Ronnie
Dunn, Tim Falwell, Robby
Parrish, John Mark Rickman,
and Bill Wilson will model for
the Tux Shop.
Chairmen for both the
luncheon, "Fashions and
Foods A La Marshall Field &
Company" (with the food
copyrighted by Marshall
Field) at 11:45 a.m. and the
evening show, "Mirrors of
Spring" at 7:30 p.m. are
Becky Jo Jones, tickets and
programs with tickets the gift
of Lyle Underwood; Kathryn
Carman, publicity; Polly
Garland, house coordinator;
Wanda Dick, starter; Suzanne
Doyle, art work and props
with all flowers the et of
Barbara and Art Jewell and
mirrors courtesy of Donna
and Jerry Rayburn.
At noon Irma La Follette
will be food chairman. She will
be assisted by Cecilia Brock,
Bea Farrell, Pat Kiesow,
Edith Noffsinger, Doris Rose,
Barbara Simons, Ann Udd-
berg, and Norinne Winter.
Barbara Brandon will be
house chairman with Martha
Crafton and Bonita Schwab on
her committee. Richard Jones
will be the pianist.
In the evening Annie Nance
will be in charge of the
refreshments with Neva Grey
Allbritten, Joanne Cavitt,
Margie Shown, and Evelyn
Wilson as her assistants.
Helen Wilcox will be house
chairman with Fransuelle
Cole, Rebecca Dublin, and
Clare Humphrey as her
assistants. Norinne Winter
will be narrator with Suzanne
Johnson as pianist.
Tickets for the noon show
will be $4.50 and for the
evening show $2, which may
be obtained from all members
of the department or from
Becky Jo Jones, 753-3215, or
Neva Grey Allbntten, 753-




NEW YORK) AP) - In order
to attend seminars given by the
faculty of Manhattan College at
the Riverdale .Senior Center,
the students must be at least 60
years old, and some as old as
80 have been attending the
weekly class sessions
The professors volunteer
their time and the students who
take the free college-level semi-
nars receive a certificate of
completion at the end.
Among topics covered in dis-
cussions, lectures and slide
shows are ecology, environmen-
























Tub and Shower Benches
Wall and Tub Grab Bars
COMPARE OUR DISCOUNT PRICES
STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
24* S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8066
At last.
Front,page news
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The offer's good right now at any
participating Burger Queen restaurant displaying the








13) TIM BURCHFIELD, age 13
Troop 13
Bo) Scouts of America
Murray, KY 421171
March 18-24 has been designated
National Wildlife Week. It is a time to
call to the attention of the general
public the need for conservation and
protection of our wildlife.
Conservation of wildlife means
planning for the future, knowing the
needs of man and wildlife, and working
to make sure those needs are met so
there will always be an abundance of
wildlife.
There are people whose professional
job responsibility is working toward
insuring a healthy wildlife population.
Wildlife managers, field biolgoists,
Letters To The Editor
refuge managers, and fish and game
wardens are all concerned with orooer
wildlife management. Some of their
primary concerns are wildlife
population balance, habitat
requirements, and endangered species.
There are other people whose con-
cern about wildlife is shown through
their participation in conservation
groups such as the Bass Club, Ducks
Unlimited, The National Wildlife
Federation, the Kentucky League of
Sportsmen, etc.
Sveryone can be and should be
concerned about the protection of our
wildlife. We don't have to be a member
of a conservation group in order to show
our interest and do our part. Each of us










Questions City Officials' Raises
Dear Editor:
In your edition of your paper of
Friday March 9, 1979, you reported on
the meeting of the Murray Common
Council on Thursday March 8, 1979,
showing the amount of increase the
council voted for their selves and the
mayor.
Not too long ago about the first of
January) after a few meetings with the
employees of the city who do the most
hazardous jobs fighting fires, police
who are protecting the citizens as much
as is possible from criminals risking
their lives every time they step out and
make an investigation and maybe an
arrest could possibly be shot down, the
street department who get out in the
Opposes CLU Demand
Dear, Editor:
It is indeed a topsy-turvy world in
which Bible reading and hymns are
banned while most any kind of erotic
program and musical pornography is
permitted to pollute our air waves
without protest. This is really stret-
ching it to try to apply "a precedent
that has been set making the use of
public funds for establishment of a
religion unlawful," a quote from a
newspaper report of the charges
brought by Ms. Schikler, of the Ken-
tucky Civil Liberties Union against
WKMS-F M .
Her statement indicates she or the
CLU wouldn't know a religion if they
met it. How can the reading of a few
Bible verses and the playing of a hymn
"establish a religion"? She also was
quoted as saying the programs "tend to
be from one point of view" - perhaps
she would be better pleased if Satan
were presented or given equal time!
Most of the endangered "public funds"
are provided by taxes paid by Christian
taxpayers.
WKMS-FM programs offer a relief
from the continual barrage of so-called
"country music" from all area com-
mercial radio stations. They are to be
congratulated for providing a variety of
quality programming.
We certainly agree with Murray
attorney Bill Phillips in his opposition
to the CLU's demands. We would also
encourage the administration of
Murray State University to strongly
oppose such an attempt to be dictated to
by a handful of self-appointed censors
totally unacquainted with liberty or
religion.






1822-1976 By Beretity aid Kerby Jennings
serreosons
Now that the general events have been listed, perhaps a bit of
respective recollections should be diverted to less than public quilt-
ings-other sections refer to them as quilting bees but in Calloway
County it was simply quiltings. This was an affair for the women
folks where no male dare to enter the private sanctum of this exclu-
sive social event. Perhaps quiltings originated out of sheer necessity
as a means of constructing needed night covering. Regardless of
its origin, it has been a must for generations. The events were all
day affairs with work and play co-mingling in a mutual aid society
of ladies, nominally neighborhood affairs with friends helping friends.
In addition, there were church quiltings where ladies banded to-
gether to create a work of love and art in behalf of a needy pastor,
a less fortunate church family, or for some needy family outside the
congregation.
From the quiltings emerged the church societies of the early
people which must have had its origin hundreds of years ago and
thrive and flourish even today. But outside the religious organiza-
tions came the early clubs, the first to be recalled was the Ladies
Aid, but admittedly their efforts and accomplishments have faded
with memory, other than their literary, musical, and dramatic goals.
Hazarding a guess, it way be assumed the civic and socially-minded
Woman's Club with its numerous departments emerged in about
1907.
Early fraternities included Freemasons, Woodmen of the World,
Tobacco Planters Protective Association, in addition to many early
agriculture organizations that survived and perished with the peri-
odicity that fall wilts the spring. (A special chapter appears later
on the Planters' Association.)
The kingmaker of the fraternities Was the W. 0. W., with
camps located in virtually every hamlet in the county, purveying the
spirit of woodcraft and brotherhood. Rainey T. Wells is credited
with the amazing capacity to organize such a host of followers to
the mysteries of woodcraft, perhaps the first organization in the area
to recognize the vast importance of man's relationships with his
environment. The biggest picnic ever held in the county was that
of the W. 0. W. held in the year 1908 when more than 10,000
assembled in the woodlands north of Old Field (southwest corner
of Chestnut and North 12th Street) to devour 12 head of steers and
20 hogs in a gigantic barbecue, listened to four brass bands and the
orations of a score of speakers, not to mention the consumption of
hundreds of gallons of lemonade. It was an unforgettable day. The
organization thrives today, however tending to veer away from the
fraternal aspects more to an insurance organization. In the years
after Mr. Wells ascended to the highest ranks of the order and re-




worst kind of weather to clear the
sanitationstreets of snow and ice, the 
0 s
department who gathers up the gar-
bage taking chances of catching any
kind of diseases in performances of
their duties, could only get a seven per
cent increase in their salaries, less than
three months past.
The alibi the council used of
cooperating with the President in
fighting inflation by not jranting more
than seven per cent increases and the
employees went along with the offer in
order to cooperate with the President to
fight inflation and the city would have
to operate on a very close budget.
Undoubtedly the council and mayor
must have forgot that the President of.r.
the United States is still fighting in-
flation because the majority of the
town votedlo give their selves a two
hundred thirty three and one third
percent increase 233.33) and for the
mayor a one hundred fifty (150) per
cent increase. $12,500.00 is more than
the mayor of Paducah draws, which is a
full time job.
I hope you will print this in' your
paper and that other people will give it
some thought for if the budget is as
tight as reported the only way I think
they can get money to pay such in-
creases is to increase property taxes or







. . . ought ye not to walk in the
fear of our God? Nehemiah S:41.
One of the foremost teachings of
the Bible is that reverential awe of
God is always the beginning of
wisdom.
Today In History
By The Associnted Preis
Today is Monday, March 19, the 78th
day of 1979. There are 287 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1920, the U. S. Senate
rejected the Versailles Treaty which
provided for a League of Nations. The
action set the tone for a decade of
American isolationism.
Ten years ago: A United Arab
Airlines plane crashed at Aswan air-
port in Egypt, killing 87 persons, in-
juring 10.
Five years ago: Conservative
Republican Senator James Buckley of
New York called on President Nixon to
resign, saying the Watergate affair had
become a trauma for the nation.
One year ago: The Israeli army took
control of practically all of Lebanon
south of the I.itani River.
Today's birthdays: Writer Philip
Roth is 46 years old. Former Nazi
Germany government official Albert
Speer is 74.
Thought for today: Intellect is in-
visible to the man who has none -











FRANKFORT - In a recent column
It was pointed out that Gov. Julian
Carroll's family used state planes for 46
flights between January 1976 and
March 1977.
Records revealed in an audit of state
plane use by State Auditor George
Atkins' office that the governor used a
state plane for three vacation trips to
the Bahamas and one to Florida during
the above period.
The Finance Department discon-
tinued identifying -Governor's
Family" flights after March 1977.
The audit report computed cost of the
above flights at the rate charged for the
planes used. The three-trips-to The
Bahamas and the vacation trip to
Florida reportedly cost the state $23,600
and the 46 flights in state and one trip to
additional trip to Florida charged on
flight record to the governor's family
was computed at $20,186.
From January 1, 1976 through April
30, 1978 state planes made 113 flights to
Kentucky Dam, 61 were charged to the
governor's office and 52 to Finance.
State planes made 72 trips to Paducah,
41 charged to the governor's office and
31 to Finance.
The governor has a vacation home on
Kentucky Lake and his native home of
Paducah where he still maintains a
home.
Other flights include 81 to Louisville,
28 charged to the governor's office and
53 to Finance; 44 flights to Murray
where the governor has a daughter in
college, 20 charged to the governor's
office and 24 to Finance; 48 to Bowling
Green where the governor has a son in
college. 11 charged to the governor's
office and 37 to Finance; 19 to Owen-
sboro, all charged to Finance; 22 local
flights, all charged to Finance and 282
in-state flights, 102 charged to the
governor's office and 180 to Finance.
This is a total of 681 flights computed
at a total cost of $245,918 with $99,526 of
this charged to the governor's office
and the balance to Finance.
During this same period 202 flights
were made out-of-state; 42 to
Washington, D.C., 19 charged to the
governor's office and 23 to Finance; 15
trips to Florida, 9 charged to the
governor's office and 6 to Finance; 32 to
Dayton, Ohio, all charged to finance; 7
to Winston-Salem, all charged to
Finance; four flights to Texas, all
charged to Finance; one to Treasure
Cay, Bahamas, charged to Finance;
plus 101 other out-of-state flights, 28
charged to the governor's office and 73
to Finance.
Total cost of these flights was com-
puted at $223,326, with $71,686 charged
to the governor's office, and the
balance to Finance.
Atkins, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for governor,
claims use of airplanes is legally
confined to state business, and the
governor's use of state planes for
vacations and for his family is not a
legal perquisite of the office.
In commenting on his audit report.
Atkins said, "While state aircraft are
generally utilized for official state
travel, state aircraft have been used for
personal purposes.
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-On the advice of legal counsel, we
have concluded that the use of state
aircraft by state officials for their
personal purposes is in violation of
Section 3 and 171 of the Constitution of
Kentucky.
"Although the Division of Flight
Operations' accounting and flight
records generally accurate, such
essential information as passenger
lists, purpose of trips, etc., are nor-
mally not recorded. Further The
Finance Department officials stated
they were unable to furnish us with a
list of passengers and the purpose of
trips taken by Finance and the
Governor's Office, Other agencies have
furnished us with much of this in-
formation concerning their own
flights."
After the audit was made public, the
governor said while he was in Murray
one time that he would use the state
planes as he wanted to, indicating he
considers their use one of the perks of
the office. He disagreed with Atkins and
said so.
Atkins had asked Frankfort Attorney
Edward F. Prichard Jr. for an opinion
on the use of state planes.
After researching the Constitution
and Kentucky Revised Statues,
Prichard arrived at this conclusion.:
'Thus, the statutes and regulations
thereunder pertaining to travel and the
use of state vehicles by state officials
are without exception anchored to the
standard of 'official business.' There
can be no clearer statement of public
policy: The private use of public
property, including aircraft, is not
permitted. No contrary conclusion, in
the face of such unanimity of authority




The Board of Directors of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
opened bids this morning on the
proposed 1100 foot runway extension
The low bid was for $22,903.99.
Deaths reported include Jay Duncan,
94, Mrs. Mary Frances Berryman, 94,
and Mrs. Huntas McDaniel, 88.
The fourth annual Laker Songfest,
under the direction of Mrs Josiah
Darnall, choral director, and Miss
Susan Downey, student teacher, will be
held March 25 at Jeffrey Gym of
Calloway County High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Jones will
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary op March 21. A reception will
be held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Miss Nona Bazzell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Bazzell, was married
to Joshua Herbert Tabers, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. labors, gr, on Feb..1 at
the Coldwater Church of Christ.
Sirloin steak is listed at 89 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
20 Years Ago
A $2,500,000 expansion program has
been announced for the Murray
Manufacturing Company, manufac-
turers of Tappan ranges, according to
Verne 0. Kyle, general managerof the
plant.
Deaths reported include Mrs. H.
Graham Bray.
Officers of the newly formed Murray
Civic Music Association are the Rev.
William Thomas, Mrs. Charles Clark,
Mrs. Howard Olila, L D. Miller,
Charles Shuffett, Mrs. C. S. Lowry,
Mrs. J. R. Allbntten, and Richard
Farrell.
The Revs. Arlet Jones, John Stringer,
D. W. Billington, Randolph Noel,
Raymond Baker, Otis Jones, T. G.
Shelton, and Frank Travis will be the
speakers at the Bible Institute to be
held at the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Phil Harney on March 19.
30 Years Ago .
A spectacular 980,000 blaze swept
through five Murray business houses
the night of March 17, completely
gutting the center of the block on the
north side of Main Street between Fifth
and Sixth Streets. Completely
destroyed were the Chevrolet Lunch,
Purdom Hardway Company and
warehouse, the Bowl-More Bowling
Alley, storage facilities of the McKeel
Tractor and Implement Company, and
the Sunlight Beauty Shop. Damage was
reported to Dunn's Barber Shop and
Interstate Loan Company.
PFC Raymond E. West, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie E. West, has been
assigned to a Medical Group in
Wiesbaden, Germany.
Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway County
health doctor, spoke on "Health and
Safety" at the meeting of the Lynn
Grove High School Parent-Teacher
Association. He was introduced by Mrs
H. S. Rogers.
Mrs. D. H. McConnell of Murray
received 24 bars of Forever Yours
randy bars for her entry in the
biographical contest of the "Dr. I. Q."




Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer and
solve problems - fast. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write Heartline, 114
East Dayton Street, West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a stamped,
self-addressed envelope. The most
useful replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: My father is going to
be 65 in July of this year. He will be
retiring and going on Social Security
and Medicare. My father has a heart
problem which makes it necessary for
him to go to the doctor quite frequently.
I have read that Medicare is not
adequate coverage for retired people.
Yet, I do not know much about pur-
chasing a health insurance policy for
someone on Medicare. Can you help me
on this? - C.J.
Many insurance companies have
various types of Medicare supplement
insurance policies. A person shopping
for this type of policy can usually get
one to pay any of the deductibles under
the Medicare program. Listed below
are the most basic types of coverage
offered by Medicare supplements:
1. Pays the first $160.00 of your
hospital stay which is not covered by
Medicare Part "A."
2. Pays the Part "A" $4e.00 deduc-
tible per day from the 61st through the
90th day of hospitalization.
3. Pays the Part "A" $80.00 deduc-
tible per day while you are using your
60-day lifetime reserve.
4. Pays so many dollars a day from
the 90th day on ( for a certain number of
days) in the hospital.
5. Pays so many dollars a day from
the first day of tneso Oration above
and apart from the deductibles.
6. Pays the $60.00 deductible on your
docleir and medical hills which
Medicare Part "B" does not cover.
7. Pays 20 percent of the reasonable
charges of your doctor and medical
bills after your $60.00 deductible since
Medicare will only cover 80 percent of
the reasonable charges.
Remember that not all Medicare
supplements pay all that is listed
above. Some supplements pay several.
Very few, if any, pay all of them, and a
policy with all of the above coverages
would be extremely expensive. Most
supplements offered contain the
coverage listed in Nos. 1, 2 and 4
( probably the most important sup-
plemental coverage). It would also be
• wise to get one with the coverage listed
in No. 7.
For people who have problems un-
derstanding their health insurance, we
have develOped a book to help them.
Heartline's Guide to Health Insurance
and Medicare Supplements covers the
major questions you will have con-
cerning the purchase of health in-
surance. This book covers Medicare
supplements, disability income policies
and regular health insurance policies.
There is also a policy checklist in this
book which will help you in asking
questions of an insurance agent. To
order, send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Health Insurance, P.O. Box 11934.
Chicago, Ill. 60611. This book is com-
pletely guaranteed.
HEARTIJNE: I started drawing my
Social Security retirement at age 62. I
understood that I had to take a 20
percent reduction in my Social Security
benefits. I will be 65 this year. When I
reach 65, do I get my full benefits from
Social Security? - M.L.
No. Once you start drawing your
Social Security retirement at a ;educed
rate, you will continue to receive this
.reducedrate as long as you are drawing
Social Security retirement. However,
you will receive the yearly cost of living
increase from Social Security like fill
other recipients. ' ••
•
4e



































































































WE SALUTE THE AMERICAN FARMER & STOCKMAN
ON 'THE OCCASION OF AGRICULTURE DAY, MAR.19
ook around America. We're an abundant
Land prosperous land. And just about
everything we need to live and eat starts on
the farm! Our American farmers are the
world's greatest providers of food and fiber.
Feed, fertilizer, chemicals, machinery and
men...all join to make us "Number One" in
the field of agriculture!
That's why we set aside the Monday
1 closest to the first day of Spring... to
honor one of America's most important
industries.. .for feeding and clothing a nation
and a world...creating jobs in all areas...and
providing a vital strength in our American
economy. Their contribution is one that we
greatly appreciate and proudly acknowl-
edge. Agriculture Day is their day to stand
up and be counted... and our day to say
"thank you" to farmers, stockmen and all
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Cattle Specialist Offers
Tips On Purchasing Bulls
Shopping for a bull involves
more science than art, if you
want a bull that will improve
the performance of your cow-
calf herd.
Before you go out to buy a
bull, analyze your herd to see




Nancy Murdock of Calloway
County High School competed
in the annual regional Future
Farmers of America
sweetheart contest Feb. 1.
Cindy Hurt of Heath won the
contest with Tammie
Freeman of Syrnsonia as
runner-up. The two other
finalists were Sabrina Wilford
of Farmington and Deeta Rust
of Lowes.
Other girls in the com-
petition were Gina Bennett,
Fulton ,-C..unty; LaDonna
Gregoryijfkidland; Stephanie
Cates, Lone Oak; Lynn Suter,
Sedalia; Annette- Hargrove,
Ballard; and Ruthie Roberts,
Marshall County.






Ileuree loss 210 E. main
Phone 7S.1-0411.Eel Dewy Bees 
the improvement you want,








make a bull any better," says
BreDahl, "but records give
you an objective method of
comparing bulls raised in the
same environment." He adds
that the larger the number of
bulls tested in the same group,
the more valuable the records
are in making your selection.
"If your major goal is
selling more pounds of calf,
place most of your selection
emphasis on the bull's 365-day
adjusted weight," advises
BreDahl, explaining that
selection for this trait affects
weight at weaning as well as
at a year of age.
Bulls with performance
records are available from
breeders who participate in
Kentucky's on-farm testing
program and-or enter bulls in
the central test station.
Two spring sales of per-
formance tested bulls are
scheduled. The first will be
March 16 at the University of
Kentucky's substation near
Princeton, offering 23 Angus
and 63 Polled Hereford bulls
from the state's on-farm
performance testing program.
The second sale will be April 7
at the Paris Stockyards, of-
fering bulls from the Ken-
tucky Central Bull Test
Station.
The sale in Paris will in-
clude 15 Angus, 9 Charolais, 4
Chianina, 1 Limousin, 10
Polled Hereford, 1 Red Angus,
2 Shorthorn and 3 Sirrunental.
. The bulls will average about














resist having all the
financial services right
under one roof? It's so
convenient.., and time
saving! You'll fall in




MEMBERS OF THE Superstar 4-H club went on a field trip to the westside Veterinary
Clink as their February club meeting Dr. Ellwood Brown told the 4-H'ers about the
care of animals. They were shown the lab facilities where a microscope allowed them
to view parasites found in animals. Dr. Brown also showed the 4-H'ers the x-ray
machine he uses and demonstrated to them some key points in the care of a horse.
TERRY LYNN PASCHALL, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Paschall of Hazel Route 1, has been chosen member of
the month for February by the Calloway Counts Chap-
ter of Future Farmers of America. He was chosen as a
result of placing first in the chapter anfl regional air-
. , cured tobacco production contest. This is the second
consecutive year that he has won the regional contest.
Also Paschall has been a member of the chapter dairy
judging and tobacco grading teams, and is presently
serving as chairman of the Chapter community service
committee. He is a senior at Calloway County High
School and plans to attend Murray State University af-
ter graduation and major in agriculture.
Students Take Awards
At Regional FFA Contest
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America par-
ticipated in the Regional FFA
Day Proficiency Contests held





superior first, dark fired
tobacco production.
Terry Lynn Paschall,
superior first, dark air-cured
tobacco production.








tured articles that have flaws,
such as mended tears or runs.
These items sell at a discount
and may suit your needs, say
Extension clothing specialists
with UK's College of Agri-
culture.
The ultimate moisture retainer:
A Lely-Roterra seedbed; once-over!
When the dust is blowing and your topsoil is hone-dry you
will really appreciate the proven working principle of the
t eh, -Roterra, topsoil stays on top, moisture below SIM!' it is
further capable of preparing a quality, level seedbed on one
lop, you retain even 11,0fe moisture during critical planting
periods In good or poor fields you can count on acceptable
working speeds and a bed in which your seeds will thrive.
You can ASO look forward to improved yields which result
from the (Ply -Roterra delivering:. 11 Faster germination 21
Evert crop stands 3 Improved chemical intorprwaticrei 41
Reduced compaction, and SI Fewer trips per acre
With the ply -STIP-System you (an save even more when
you Spray. Till, Incorporate and Plant 'none fop (all us.





















The chapter entered 14
contests and had seven
superior firsts and four
superior seconds.
Seminar To Be Held
At flank Of Murray
From The Desk Of
Jane H. Steely
Co. Ext. Agent for 4-H
The second session of the
Estate Planning seminar
originally scheduled for
February will be held Wed-
nesday, March 21, at 10 a.m. in
the meeting room of the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
The speakers and their
topics are:
Dr. Charles Moore, Ag.
Economics specialist,
University of Kentucky
"Providing an Income for
Retirement" and "Types of
Business Organizations, Farm
Business Transfers and Their





Mike Burchett, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Burchett,
attended the Farm Bureau
Young Farmer Conference
held in Louisville recently. He
represented the Callaway
County Farm Bureau.
Burchett is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
where he was active in the
FFA work; and is also a
graduate of Murray State
University where he majored
in agriculture and political
science.
He is presently farming
1,100 acres in partnership with
his father and brother-in-law,
Max Gore. The farming
operation involves the
growing and processing of




represented all young farmers
in the state of Kentucky in a
National Y.F. Program: In a
*speech contest dealing with
the subject, "Why Sell Our
Food Overseas," and relating
to the urban and ural con-
sumer and their in-
terdependence, Burchett was
runnerup in the contest. The
national meeting was held in
Kansas City, Mo.
While at the young farmer
conference in - Louisville,
EtC:td3
A Consurrwor Tip
from 11011,1111011 SOS< IS I ith at'
the UK College of Agriculture
Cooking starts quicker and
uses less energy if a small
amount of water is used. It
also saves nutrients and time.
Most fresh and frozen vege-
tables can be cooked in about
6 cup of water or $4-inch of
water in the bottom of the
pan.
FARMERS!










Ws Will I. Closed
Sat. I Sun.
Until Aug. 116th




Burchett was oriented as to
ways and means that young
farmers could develop
leadership abilities and
become more involved in
county farm bureau programs
Mike Burchett
that relate to urban as well as
rural people. _ .
Some programs being
considered for promotion by
the Calloway County Farm
Bureau include safety
programs on the farm and in




grass, that is invading the




Howard Arant, Trust Of-
ficer Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company in
Paducah, "Using Trusts."
Estate planning has to do
with the living, not just with
decisions about inheritance.
An estate plan is a pattern or
method for working toward
financial security and
family's future welfare.
Everyone is invited am
encouraged to attend thesi
sessions. The Estate Plannirn
Seminar is sponsored by tbi
University of Kentuciq
Cooperative Extension Ser









If No Answer Please
Leave Name & Number At
489-2414
,
-$400 put our money where our mouth '7,When we say ''thanks'' weis. Buy a new Case low
profile tractor, 43 to 80 PTO





free. Otter good from Feb 1 to









flu. 753-3062 a eildid.
Look At The Record
MILES FARM VARIETY TEST
Planted May 6, 1978- Harvested September 20,1978
Variety PPA Mois. Yield
No. 1—Stewart 6573 23,000 24.0 165.00
No, 2—Stewart 77 21,500 23.8 157.32
No. 3—TXS 114 21,500 22.7 153.10
No. 4—TXS 108A 18,500 19.4 151.77
Followed by 25 other varieties
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY, ANNUAL SUMMARY, 1911
Princeton, Hartford, Franklin, Mayfield and Elizabethtown
Variety
1—Stewart SX77
o. 2—Pioneer Brand 3369A
followed by more than 100 others
Yield
bulac Mois. Stand Lodged
161.4 18.1 90.2 28.1
152.4 17.3  87.2 32.0
This Year Plant Some Stewart SX-77
STEWART The best combination
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Fast Start
'Breds Take Three Of Four,
Up Season Record To 4-1
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Murray State committed only three errors
tn four baseball games this weekend. But they
all came in one game — and all in one inning
— to contribute to the only blemish on the
'Thoroughbreds' homestand.
•• Murray, after dropping a 3-1 decision to
Northwestern (III.) Sunday, bounced back for
• 5-0 decision over Chicago Circle to up its
:season record to 4-1.
Saturday, the 'Breds swept a twinbill from
:Chicago Circle, taking 9-0 and 16-3 triumphs.
The doubleheader scheduled for today
;against Northwestern and Chicago Circle has
been washed out, but Murray is set to face the
.i.same two teams Tuesday.
• "Our pitching has been good, but we ex-
'pected it to be," said Murray State coach
/Johnny Reagan. "And our hitting has been
,spotty, but we expected that, too."
; Righthander Dave BradfordSvas coasting
. along with a 1-0 lead over Northwestern
before the three miscues that enabled the
:visitors 1.2„grab the lead for good.
Two fili.4 and three infield errors later,
:Northwestern owned a 3-1 advantage.
: That proved to be more than enough for the
:visitors' Scott Stranski, who finished with a
:(our-hit, 12-strikeout performance in the
:game that opened Northwestern's season.
• The 'Breds had taken their 1-0 lead in the
:..rirst inning when second baseman Doran
'Perdue walked, stole his fourth base of the
'season, reached third on a wild pitch and
scored on Tom Fehn's infield groundout.
In the second game, lefty Mike Grieshaber
tossed a four-hit shutout, but Murray waited
until the fifth inning to score the eventual
winning run.
Tony Threatt scored the go-ahead run on
Steve Sencibaugh's single, and the 'Breds
used a four-run sixth to decide the issue.
Catcher Jeff Oakley was hit by a pitch, and
Perdue and Fehn walked to load the bases.
Greg Tooley drew another base on balls to
score a run, and Robin Courtney and ,Sen-'
cibaugh followed with RBI singles before
another bases-loaded walk provided the final
tally. Saturday's games
Murray pitchers allowed Chicago Cicle just
10 hits during both games in the 'Breds'
sweep. Mark Riggins pitched a four-hitter in
the opener, while hard-throwing Clay
Vangilder struck out 10 en route to the 18-3
laugher in the nightcap.
A five-run second inning provided Murray
all the scoring it needed in the opener, but the
biggest blows of the game were yet to come.
In the fifth, Wagoner and Tooley hammered
home runs to provide the 'Breds with a 7-0
cushion. Torn Fehn's single in the sixth drove
in two of four more Murray runs.
Centerfielder Tony Threatt's sixth-inning
grand-slam home run highlighted Murray's
second-game pasting. A senior from
Paducah, Threatt accounted for four of the
six runs that upped Murray's lead to 18-1.
Vangilder scattered six hits for his first
victory and the third complete game by a
Murray pitcher.
Shortstop Mark Bean had four hits, in-
cluding a double that drove in two of the eight
third-inning runs.
See Boxsoores, page 8
Sports
Third baseman Robin Courtney prepares to field a ball hit his way during weekend baseball action
at Reagan Field. Murray State won three-of-four games to run its record to 4-1.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson




Take the teams in the NCAA
basketball semifinals —
Indiana State, Michigan State,
DePaul and Penn.
Of the four, only Michigan
State ever has gone this far,
the Spartans finishing fourth
in 1957. DePaul was among the
final four teams in 1943, but at
that time, only a total of eight
teams were invited to regional
games in the East and the
West, with the regional
champions meeting for the
national title and no third-
place game between the
losers.
Of the four, only Michigan
State was rated among the top
40 teams prior to the season,
"ranking seventh in The
Associated Press poll. Indiana
State was listed among the
also-rans, and neither DePaul
nor Penn got even a single
vote among the 53 teams
named by a national panel of
sportswriters and broad-
casters.
Of the four, only Indiana
State was seeded first in its
regional tournament, the
unbeaten Sycamores being
tapped to win the Midwest
Regional. DePaul was ranked
second in the West Regional,
Michigan State second in the
Mideast, and Penn ninth in the
East jtegional. .
Of the team's four coaches
— Bill Hodges of Indiana
State, Jud Heathcote of
Michigan State, 65-year-old
Ray Meyer of DePaul and Bob
Weinhauer of Penn — none
has ever guided a team into
the Final Four.
In addition, no Ivy League
3chool, such as Penn, has
appeared in the Final Four
since 1965 when Princeton
finished third.
This year's Final Four
reached that plateau over the
weekend.
Saturday, top-ranked
Indiana State, 32-0, won the
Midwest Regional at Cin-
cinnati, edging No. 5 Arkansas
73-71 on reserve Bob Heaton's
field goal with two seconds
remaining. No. 6 DePaul, 25-5,
captured the West Regional at
Provo, Utah, upsetting
second-ranked UCLA 95-91 as
Curtis Watkins and Gary
Garland each scored 20 points.
Sunday, third-ranked
Michigan State, 24-6, took the
Mideast Regional at
Indianapolis, beating No. 4
Notre Dame 80-68 behind Greg
Kelser's 34 points and 13
rebounds and Earvin John-
son's 19 points and 13 assists.
I'm BUD.
I can help you.
I can make life a lot Osier for you excavators
and gardeners by helping you take it easy on
underground utility lines. And on yourselves.
Forty-eight hours before you dig, call me—
toll-free—at the Kentucky Underground
Utilities Protection Center. . . 1-800-752-6007.
I'll ask all the participating utilities in your
excavating area to mark their underground lines
so you'll know where they are and won't acci-
dentally cut them. Your call to me may prevent














And 14th-ranked Penn won the
East Regional at Greensboro,
N.C., defeating No. 17 St.
John's 64-62 on James Salters'
two free throws with 23
seconds remaining.
This Saturday in the
national semifinals, Indiana
State faces DePaul and
Michigan State plays Penn.
The winners meet for the
national collegiate cham-
pionship next Monday night.
Perhaps the happiest coach
of the surviving teams was the
long-frustrated, grandfatherly
Meyer, in his 37th season at
DePaul, a little school in
Chicago.
Asked if he was shocked at
having beaten proud UCLA,
the Pac-10 champion, Meyer
replied: "Quite frankly, yes.







Minniefield, the driving force
in Lexington Lafayette's
climb to the boys high school
basketball state cham-
pionship, headed the all-
tournament team as the most
valubale player in the Sweet
16.
Minniefield, who totaled 67
points, 29 rebounds and 27
assists in four games, also was
voted the Ted Sanford Award
for scholarship and athletic
excellence. -
The award is given in honor
of the former Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
rillennissioner.
Minniefield, who will attend
the University of Kentucky
next fall, emerged as the
tournament's assist leader
and No. 3 scorer behind
teammate Tony Wilson and
Christian County's Charles
Nance, who scored 72 and 70
points, respectively.
Wilson and Nance also were
named to the 12-man honor
team, as were Jeff Davie and
Ken Hart of Christian County,
which fell 62-52 to Lafayette in
Saturday night's cham-
pionship game.
Rounding out the squad
were David Youngblood I
semifinalist Mayfield, Robert
Lewis of semifinalist Warren
East, Bob Muntis of Fort
Thomas Highlands, Tint
Woodard of Caverna, Steve
Ware of Louisville Westport.
Stonie Newsome of Virgie and
Bass Thomas of Pulaski
County.
matchup against unbeaten
Indiana State in the national
semifinals, Meyer said: "We
play Indiana State? Well, the
Bird will fly. We'll have to
devise some defense for him."
He referred to the Sycamores'
Larry Bird, the Player of the
Year in college basketball.
DePaul, decided underdogs
aganist UCLA, a team that
crushed the Blue Demons 108-
85 in the season opener, raced
to a 51-34 halftime lead, then
withstood a second-half
Bruins' comeback, led by All-
American David Greenwood.
Greenwood scored a career-
high 37 points.
UCLA closed to 93-91 in the
closing minute, but a basket
by Garland clinched the
victory.
Another proud coach was
Hodges, in his rookie year at
Indiana State, a team
maligned all season because
of its socalled easy schedule.
"All year long, we haven't
cared what people said,"
Hodges said. "We didn't let
the press or critics distract us
or make us lose focus of our
goal. We're going to Salt Lake
City to .win — and we're not
going in awe of anyone."
The Sycamores finally
gained respect after beating
Arkansas, one of the nation's
top teams.
"We didn't think we'd get
this far and now we're here,"
Bird said proudly.
The Sycamores got "here"
mainly because of Bird. He
scored 31 points, grabbed 10
rebounds and had three
assists against the Razor-
backs.
They also got "here"
because of ' Heaton, Bird's
unheralded but clutch-
shooting roommate, whose
last-second field goal broke a
71-71 tie.
"Once the ball went in the
hoop, it was like the whole





unexpected respect was Penn.
-We're in the Final Four in
the nation," said Tony Price,
the Quakers' high-scoring
forward, his voice filled with
awe. "I just wanted people to






A source close to the
university says the new
Memphis State University
basketball coach will be an-
nounced Wednesday, the
Memphis Commercial Appeal
reported today, but university
officials have not mentioned
any specific deadlines.
Murray State basketball
coach Ron Greene has been
listed by the newspaper as one
if the three leading can-
didates for the post, and
Memphis State officials had
indicated the next interview
would be with Greene.
However, the newspaper
stated, Greene had not been
invited for an interview as of
late last night.
Greene was unable to be
reached for comment today.
The most recent candidate
interviewed was Tates Locke
of Jacksonville. Locke's team
finished 19-11 this year and
reached. the NCAA Tour-
nan mnt.
It was Locke's first year in
college basketball since he left
Clemson, only months before
Clemson was docked a three-
year NCAA penalty for illegal
recruiting violations.
The other coach listed as a





director Billy 'Spook' Murphy




By the Associated Press
HENDEFtSON, Ky. — At
, least 25 horses were killed
today when fire destroyed two
barns and damaged two
others at the Midwest Harness
Race Track, according to
Clayton Creek, the track
manager.
The barns were grouped
together near the rear of the
track, located on the Ohio
River in northern Henderson
County.
The two barns destroyed by
the blaze were adjacent;
damage to the other barns
primarily resulted from
smoke, witnesses said.
Fire officials said the blaze
may have started in the area
of a heater in one of the barns,
but the cause was un-
determined and a state police
arson investigator was called
to the scene.
Two fire units from the
Henderson department and
three from the county wer




The Murray State men'
track team will open it
outdoor track season lot
hosting Southeast Missouri i
a dual meet at Roy Stewait
Stadium Tuesday.
Field events will begin at
p.m., and track events wiAl














Now at Wendy's, kids 12 & under can enjoy
our delicious Single Hamburger (It's a
quarter-pound of fresh beef) for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when dining with an
adult. So treat the kids, and stretch your
Win' out budget. . . NOW!
Dining room service only -- not available
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Sutherland Hints At Retirement







the crowning jewel of Coach
Jock Sutherland's 27-year
career and a fitting end to the
Generals season.
Lafayette justified the No. 1
ranking it held throughout the
season with a 62-52 title game
victory Saturday night over
Christiaaltounty.
It was the end of the high
school road for starters Dirk
Minniefield, Tony Wilson,
Junior Johnson, Jeff Stakelin
and Kurt. Rose, as well as six
other seniors.
Their superiority was
unquestioned until a loss in the
district tournament final to
crosstown rival Tates Creek,
but Sutherland said he never
doubted they would reach
their goal.
"How can you have a Dirk
and a Tony and a Junior and
not be No. 1?" he asked in the
din of Lafayette's locker
rtlutm.
"I felt good before the
game," he said. "I asked
myself, 'Have they got a
Dirk?' Answer's no. 'Have
they got a Tony?' Answer's no.
'Have they got a Junior?'
Answer's no.
"I told my wife before we
left home, 'Look here, Sweetie
Pie, it's in the cards. It's
meant to be. The ball's gonna
bounce our way and the of-
ficials are not gonna take that
away from us."
The championship was
Lafayette's fifth overall and
first since 1957.
It also possibly was the last
game for Sutherland, who
captured his first cham-
pionship in six appearances in
the Sweet 16.
Sutherland took Gallatin
County to the tournament in
1959, Harrison County in 1961,
1962 and 1966 and Lafayette in
1971.
It was rumored before the
tournament he would retire if
Lafayette won and Sutherland
all but confirmed the reports
Saturday night.
"I'm like a guy who's been
out on the ocean on a raft for
about 65 days. I haven't eaten
anything but fish. I'm sun-
burned to death and I think if I
ever get off this raft I'll never
get back in the water again,"
he said.
"I wouldn't want to go
through it again. I was so glad
we could restore the tradition
Steinbrenner Raps Yanks
By the Associated Press
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
— You can expect the New
York Yankees to pay a little
closer attention to their wrist
watches for the rest of spring
training now that owner
George Steinbrenner has
announced a crackdown on
curfew violations.
Steinbrenner did not
disclose what the penalties
would be for players who
ignore the club's 1 a.m.
training camp curfew. But
after the Yankees' spring
training record dropped to 1-10
with a 3-2 loss to the New York
Mets on Sunday, Steinbrenner
was clearly annoyed.
"I think it's time for some
tightening up," the Yankees
boss said. "Players are not
abiding by the curfew. I know,
because I've seen them
coming in. I don't think you .
can be out until 2:30 in the
morning with the gang and
then play a game at 1:30 the
next day. And if I see them at
2:30, you can bet they're not in
their rooms until 3 or 3:30."
Steinbrenner emphasized
that he was not particularly
at having the Yankees
N'bea ten by the Mets, except for
:*Z.the fact that the game was
t• elevised back to New York.
sic
"I don't think the fans un-
derstand about exhibition
games," he said. "They'll
think the Mets are better than
we are."
Apparently more disturbing
to the owner was the weak
hitting of some of his players.
-Look at the averages," he
said. "A lot of them are under
.200."
Steinbrenner singled out
Paul Blair, Reggie Jackson,
Lou Piniella and Graig Net-




By the Associated Press
Mark "The Bird" Fidrych
finally threw his first pitch of
the spring and Pete Rose
finally got his first hit.
The Philadelphia Phillies
really weren't worried about
Rose, who has 3,164 career
hits and a .310 lifetime
average. But the Detroit
Tigers were awfully con-
cerned — and probably still
are — about the sore-armed
Fidrych.
The Bird, who has been
plagued by arm problems
since he was the American
League's Rookie of the Year in
1976, pitched in a game
Sunday for the first time in
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exhibition game, to be sure,
but an encouraging outing
nevertheless.
Fidrych worked the sixth
inning of the Tigers' 14-inning
4-4 tie with the Texas Rangers.
He threw all fast balls and
retired the side on nine pitches
— Jim Sundberg flied out,
Mike Jorgensen grounded out
and Nelson Norman flied out.
Fidrych called his brief
outing "okay. Maybe I didn't
have as much control as I
wanted. I threw as hard as I
could." He said he could tell
his arm felt good because
-both arms feel equal."
Meanwhile, after grounding
out twice, Rose snapped an 0-
for-18 slump with a fifth-
inning single in the Phillies'
12-4 loss to the Toronto Blue
Jays at Dunedin, Fla.
"It's always good to get the
first hit," Rose said. "I'm not
really worried about hitting
down here early in spring
training."
Elsewhere, Oakland's Mike
Norris, still trying to battle
back from a 1975 shoulder
operation, allowed one hit in
six innings as the A's beat the
Chicago Cubs 7-4.
The world champion New
York Yankees lost for the 10th
time in 11 outings, dropping an
embarrassing 3-2 decision to
the New York Mets.
Jack Clark's two-run triple
and Mike Ivie's two-run
double paced the San Fran-
cisco Giants over the Seattle
Mariners 5-3 and Mike
Ramsey's double touched off a
two-run eighth inning that
lifted the St. Louis Cardinals




Association will meet Wed-
nesday at 5:30 p.m. at
Calloway County High School.
Presidents are still needed




TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE - WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
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to Lafayette High School that
they deserve," he said.
-I've got three years to go
Ulltil I can retire as a teacher.
The chances are very good in
the next 60 days I'll take a look
at this thing (coaching).
Chances are this is it for me."
U.S. Tops Colombia
In Davis Cup Zone
By the Associated Press
The United States Davis Cup
team has wrapped up the
North American zone com-
petition, sweeping Colombia 5-
0.
The matches Sunday didn't
mean anything — since the
United States already had
taken an insurmountable lead
— but the defending cham-
pions played like their title
was on the line.
John McEnroe and Dick
Stockton both won their
singles matches Sunday to
give the United States its
sweep. The Colombians were
unable to win a single set in
the three-day competition.
McEnroe defeated Ivan
Molina, Colombia's No. 1
player, 6-4, 6-3, 6-2, while
Stockton overpowered Alvaro
Betancur 6-1, 6-2, 7-5 in the
matches that had to be played
even though -they didn't
mean anything," according to
McEnroe.
McEnroe, who has won 11
straight matches in Davis Cup
competition, never appeared
to extend himself against -
Molina. He conceded later
that he could have won more
points "if I felt I had too."
McEnroe delighted the
crowd at the Cleveland
Skating Club courts with his
powerful lefthanded serve
that allowed Molina only five
points in the first set, three on
double faults by the 20-year-
old American.
The U.S. team will now face
Argentina, the South
American zone champion, this
September in New York.
Jose Luis Clerc wrapped up
the zone championship for
Argentina with a 6-2, 6-1, 6-1
victory over Jaime Fillol of
Chile.
Second baseman Doren Perdue backs away from a tight pitch during Murray State's
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A tire that keeps its feet even in the
rein Fight witer-channeling tread
grooves help prevent hydroplanind,
give you a "teal" fer wet reed*. Sara-
Tooted response sad bandttag.
A0711-13 svhltewall plus $1.86

















$1.63 F.E.T, and old tire
Dependable construction,
honest Goodyear quality.














Choose 6.95-14, C78-14 or D78-14
blackwall plus 324 to 414 F.E.T. de-
pending on size. No trade needed.
OTHER SIZES AT VALUE PRICES
3 DAY BATTERY SALEI
Deluxe GT' High Performance Battery
95$411 Group 74 27,
27F with exch.
• Fits many Chrysler,
GMC, Ford, large cars
• Large capacity plates
tor the kind of power
car needs • Ask tor our
Free Battery P owe r
Check





Excellent engineering and design. Fully
chrome plated steel with Uni-Lug 1110 to fit
all popular bolt Circle applications.
Expert wheel service also available' Mounting — Balancing — Alignment
Just Say
'Charge It'
  GwdYeci1=2:cr ount
Use any of these 7 other ways to but.
Our Own Customer Credit Plan •Master
Charge • Visa • American Express Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash




servic•s extra if needed_
HELPS PROTECT YOUR
(MOINE AND TIRES AGAINST SUMMER HEAT
• c",,,, lull and oil change, log systems - add fluid where
wl0"0 In 0 quarts mayor brand needed • Check all tires 
for
▪ IlOvolr or 401 • ind„nay recommended air pressure •
new no rite, • Check fluid Includes light trucks and cans








388 CAR READY FORSUMMER DRIVING• Dismount two winter tires and re-
mount two regular tires (autos only)
• Computer balance thole two
wheeis • Inspect other tires and
check air pressure • Provide two
tree storage bags for winter Wes
nt ludrs listed
Darts and labor -








tIELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
• Electronic engine Starting and
charging systems analysis • Install
new points, spark plugs, condense,
and rotor • Set dwell and engine
liming • Adiust carburetor • In-
Cludes Volkswagen, Toyota, Oalaun
and light trucks.
Stem Manager lobed 11. Ihntelpk, Jr
Goodyear Service Store
.14
P.O. Besse, Hwy N West -- CSElis,14 — PR. 161141911/1111
-ewe5, CsorlionnillIts Con- 121 S. 12th Street
Mere Nears: 7:30 a.m. man CO p.m. Daily - Open Friday Patel 0:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky. 753-0695
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Washusgton 47 El Al
Philadelphia 37 33 628 lOis
New Jersey 33 37 471 14%
New York 30 43 in 111
Boston 27 42 MI
Ceiling Wiens
San Antonio 42 39 141
Houston 40 30 171 1%
Atlanta N 33 142 314
Detroit U 42 410 13%
Cleveland 26 43 .364 14
New Orleans U SO .215
nesters Cealereace
Mishrest Dtvisies
MILKS City 43 29 267
Denver 30 33 .542
$tlwaukee 33 31 4541
Wiaria A 41 .423
Chicago 26 44 .371
Pacific Weise
Seattle 44 27
Los Angeles 42 29
Phoenix 42 30
San Diego 40 32
Portland 37 33








New York HO, Philadelphia 101
Waahlisgton 117, Cleveland 114
Detroit 105, Indiana 16
Seattle 106, Chicago 33
Houston 134, Menu 122
Denver 118, Atlanta 111
San Diego 107, Golden State HO
Portland 124, New Jersey 113
Sasslay's Gaines
Milwaukee 147, San Antonio 127
Philadelphia 106, New York 90
Washington 126, Cleveland 112
Kansas City 114, Chicago 103
4. New Orleans 121, Phoenix 117
San Diego 110, New Jersey *




Milwaukee at New York
Cleveland at Atlanta
Detroit at New Jersey
riglidelpitla at San Antonio
Washington at New Orleans
Golden State at Denver














Indiana St. 73, Arkaasas 71
11-1
At Peeve, Mai




Penn 64, St John's 62
Wait
Al Ladiatapft, Ad-
Michigan St GO, Notre Dame*
National Sedges&
March 24
At Salt Lahr Clity
Penn (23-61 vs. Michigan St. (344)
Indiana St. 33.0) vs. DePaul (214)
NIT Trail




Purdue 12641 vs. Alabama (72-10)




Championship sad Third Place
Doral Open Golf
MIAMI Al'1 Final scores and mm-
ey-winnings Sunday in Use 1250,000 Dural-
Eastern Open Golf Tournament on the 7,-
082-yard, par-72 Blue Monster course at
the Dotal Country Club,
Mark Mc,Cumber, 1146,000
87-7149-72-279
Bill Rogers, 127,000 794676-71-390
Rod Curl, $17,000 67-71-704111-261
Alan Tapie, $9,044 66-7140-76-382
Kermit Zarley, $9,044 73-72A-71-262
Gibby Gilbert, $9,844 67-77-7041-213
Bill Kratzert, 17,750 87-645-72-113
Tom Kite, $6,750 73-72-7049-2134




Mae* 5, Minnesota 1
New Vert tNi 3,, ALMA 3, Be. 11 le-
AMP




Isikione 4. Tow •
Boma 3. Week 11
Colikeola 1,lilhoordEoe
Swale IS, Goodood 2
Chicago (N)?, Olikimad
San Francisco 5, San Rego 1
Susday's Games
Atlanta 7, Houston 6, 10 innings
St.Leeis I, Cincinnati 5
Montreal 7, Los Angeles 1
New York (Nil, New York'A1 2
Toronto 12, Philadelphia 4
Pittsburgh "A" 5. Baltimore 2
Texas 4, Detroit 4, tie, It innings
Minnesota 6, Boston 4
Chicago (A) 14, Kansas City 0
Milwaukee I, California 4
San Diego 12, Cleveland 4
Oakland 7, Chicago Ni 4
San Francisco 5, Seattle 3
Monday 'a Games
Minnesota vs. Houston at Cocoa, Fla
New York A) vs. Atlanta at West Palm
Beach, Fla.
Baltimore vs. Los ,Angeles at Vero
Beach, Fla.
Detroit vs. Montreal at Daytona Beach,
Fla
Cincinnati vs Philadelphia at Clear-
water, Fla.
Boston vs. Toronto at Dunedin, Fla.
Kansas City vs. Texas at Pompano
Beach, Fla
Chicago (N) vs. California at Pain
Springs, Calif.
Cleveland vs. Oakland at Scottsdale,
Ariz.
Milwaukee vs. Seattle at Tempe, Ariz.
San Francisco vs. San Diego at Yuma,
Aria
Chicago (A) vs. *Louis at St.Peter-
sburg, Fla., (n)




Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 7844951 at Humbolt,
MIAMI - "The black ball
player might as well face it,"
said a disillusioned Frank
Robinson. "When he gets
through doing his thing 
d 
field, he better look elsewhere
- there is no other place for
him in baseball.
"It's sad, but it's true."
The words are an echo out of
the past, from the lips of
another man named Robinson
- the late Jackie Robinson
(no kin). A couple of decades
ago, Jackie was rattling the
game's foundations with the
same explosive rhetoric.
It didn't change things then.
It isn't changing them now.
Although most of the
country's old racial barriers,
in snciety as well as sports,
have been erased - largely
due to Branch Rickey's bold
move of signing Jackie
Robinson to a Brooklyn
contract in 1947 - one bastion







is that the black
created to toil -
whether it be on the river
levees or on the athletic field
and never to direct or lead.
"Why don't we have black
managers and back general
managers in baseball?" he
asked rhetorically. "Why
aren't more retired black
stars in radio and TV? Why
aren't there more black
quarterbacks in pro football?
"I'll tell you. It's a
throwback to the slave days.
There is a misconception that -
blacks 'don't have the in-
telligence to be leaders. They
have muscles and speed and
natural skills When these
skills wear out, they have
nothing else to offer.
"So people think. That is
what discourages me."
Robinson, still a lean, sleek
athlete at age 43, was a
standout player for the Cin-
cinnati Reds for 10 years
before. joining the Baltimore
Down To Four
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - It's more
like a Big Ten Conference
playoff - but Alabama should
feel right at home, being away
from home for the holidays.
You can be certain the Big
Ten won't do any worse than -
second in the National
Invitation Tournament at
Madison Square Garden,
seeing as three of the four
teams in tonight's semifinals
come from that midwestern
power conference.
But Alabama, the only
-outsider," fits in very nicely,
thank you. The Crimson Tide
began this season's campaign
in the Big Apple, finishing
third in the Joe Lapchick
Tournament.
That, incidentally, wit
better than the Tide's ever
done in the NIT. In two
previous appearances,
Alabama has' finished flYtirttr:--
"Maybe the third time's a
charm," said C.M. Newton,
the Tide's coach.
And maybe the third time on
the road during a break from
Orioles, where he played on
four World Series teams.
He is a certainty for the Hall
of Fame. He was named to the
all-star team 11 times. He is
the only player to win the Most
Valuable Player award in both
leagues.
He became the first black
man to manage in the majors.
Late in 1974, he was traded by
Baltimore to the Cleveland
Indians and named to manage
the team, starting in 1975. He
held the post until June 18,
1977, when he was released.
He had a fling last year at
managing Rochester in triple-
A International League but
was not rehired after a losing
season. He rejoined the
Orioles as a coach.
"I don't intend to be a coach
the rest of my life," he said.
"If nothing comes my way, I
must look somewhere else."
"Robby got a bad deal at
both Cleveland and
Rochester," an Oriole
spokesman said. "He did a
good job at both places with
lousy material. I think the
trouble was a dash of per
sonalities."
Robinson indicates tht
motives ran deeper. They
probably, he hints, had to do
with the color of his skin.
"There are so many out-
standing black guys in
baseball who would make
good managers," he insisted.
"Maury Wills, Bill White,
Larry Doby I don't like to
name anybody because I'd
leave some worthy person out.
But the talent is out there. It
ought to be tapped."
NIT Features Alabama And 3 From Big Ten
classes will help, too. "Our
boys gave up their
Thanksgiving holiday to come
here to play in the Joe Lap-
chick Tournament, then they
gave up their Christmas
holidays for the Sugar Bowl (a
basketball tournament run in
conjunction with the New
Year's Day football classic),
and now they've given up their
spring holidays for the NIT,-
Newton said.
Indiana, 20-12, and Ohio
State, 19-10, drew third-round
byes and go at it in the second
half of tonight's double-
header. Purdue, 26-7, the only'
nationally ranked squad
( 15th ) in the NIT and one of
the three teams that shared
the conference crown, opens
the twinbill against Alabama,
22-10, which wound up tied for





Kentucky and Duke officially
will open the 1979-80 college
basketball season with an
exhibition game in Springfield
the-first Basketball Hall of
Fame Tip-off Classic.
The Nov. 17 game an-
nounced today will be a
rematch between the two
teams that battled this past
season for the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association championship,
Kentucky downing Duke, 94-
The Tip-Off Classic was
approved earlier this year by
the NCAA convention as the
official start of annual college
basketball competition.
While Indiana and Ohio
State were relaxing last
Thursday night, Purdue was
defeating Old Dominion 67-59
and Alabama was whipping
Texas A&M 72-68 in third-
round games.
Newton said he is not
thinking yet about which team
his Crimson Tide might face if
it gets past the Boilermakers
"I'm not concerned about
anything but Purdue and us,"
he said - and apparently he's
very concerned. "I believe
Purdue is one of the top teams
in the country. Their record
would indicate that. They are
cochampions of the Big Ten,













The Constitution of Kentucky requires your Property Valuation Administrator (Assessor)
to value property at its market value. He does not determine your taxes. THE AMOUNT 
YOU PAY IS DETERMINED BY THE RATES WHICH ARE APPLIED TO THE VALUE.
The County School Board is holding a public hearing March 26, 1979, for the purpose
of adOting a resolution to levy an additional 5' to the present rate. A petition of 25%
of the voters in the last presidential election would require the increase to be brought
before the people for a vote.
House Bill 44 as approved by the "Special Session" of the legislature allows an addi-
tional 4% new revenue plus the new growth.
This office is preparing new property values for the 1979 tax bills to comply with the
constitution of market value.
If you, as taxpayers, do not agree to the additional taxes please respond to the public
hearing to be held March 26, 1979, at tht County Board of Education office, at 7:00
.m.
I feel that this is my responsibility as your Property Valuation Administrator to adequately
inform you of actions that will effect your tax bill. This does not reflect my vigws on
the issue.
This message is from Charles Hale, your Property Valuation Administrator.
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rFlooded Library Books Saved
I By New Freeze-Dry Process
BY NADINE JOSEPH
Associated Press Writer
PALO ALTO, Calif. (API —
More than half of 45,000 books
Stanford University librarians
feared were lost to a flood will
be back on the shelves next
month — saved by a freeze-
dry process usually reserved
for coffee.
"The results have been
exciting, when you consider
we had massps of pulpy paper
and it looked hopeless," said
Sally Buchanan, a Stanford
librarian in charge of the book
restoration project.
Ms. Buchanan said 65
percent of the books will be
returned to the graduate
library after dirt and mud
have been removed and 25
percent of the books will need
rebinding. The test — 10
percent — need extensive
repairs and a small number
will be replaced.
"We may lose some covers,
but the paper has come out
beautifully," Ms. Buchanan
said.
The books were soaked
when a water main broke and
flooded the basement stacks of
the Stanford library on Nov. 4.
Most of the damaged books
were classics, religion, art,
music, philosophy and ar-
chitecture books.
After the accident, the books
were immediately frozen,
among vegetables and fruit, at
Modern Ice & Storage in San
Jose, Calif., which is owned by
a Stanford alumnus.
The books remained there
until Lockheed Inc. volun-
teered to freeze-dry them in a





t(AP) — ThietreliTfio—ke into ahome here Sunday and took
about $48,300 worth of jewelry,
cash and coins — and the 300-
pound safe where they were
stored, according to police
reports.
t Officers said the robbery
p occurred while James Large,
the owner of the home, was at
t
church.
His safe had been locked in a
4; closet with the door secured
-i by -a heavy latch. Police said
‘, the door was pried open before
the safe was removed.*4.












been used in training for space
ventures.
It took three days to freeze-
dry each load of 5,000 books.
The process began Feb. 5 and
was completed March 12, Ms.
Buchanan said.
The books were first sub-




Through a physical reaction
called sublimation, the ice
crystals turned to vapor
without getting the books wet.
The vapor collected on a
special cold panel in the form
of ice and the books came out
"dry and brittle," Ms.
Buchanan said.
Before they are returned to
the shelves April 1, the books
are being kept in a high
humidity environment so that
they absorb moisture.
A similar process was used
to restore smaller numbers of
books from the Corning Glass
Museum and Library in
Corning, N.Y., the Klein Law
Library at Temple University,
in Philadelphia, and the
Federal Record Center in St.
Louis.
"There was no way to get
45,000 books dry before they
mildew and rot," said Ms.
Buchanan. "The books were
guinea pigs for this new
freeze-dry process. But we're
not complaining. It worked."
State Highways Claim
Four During Weekend
By The Associated Press
At least four persons were
killed in traffic accidents on
Kentucky highways over the
weekend, and two Ken-
tuckians died in a three-
vehicle accident on a busy
freeway in Dallas.
The four Kentucky deaths
raised the state highway
fatality toll for the year to 142,
compared with 99 deaths
through the same period last
year.
Killed in the Dallas ac-
cident, which occurred on the
Interstate 35 Stemmons
Freeway, were Gene Arnold
Hyles, 40, and his wife,
Charlotte Hyles, 37, both of
Dallas; and the Rev. Ralph
Don Grice, 42, and his wife,
Joyce L. Grice, 40, both of
Louisville, Ky.
Grice, a Baptist minister in
Louisville, died in Parkland
Hospital a short time after the
Saturday afternoon accident.
The others were dead at the
scene, the Dallas County
Medical Examiner's  office
said.
Hospitalized in critical
condition were the Hyles' son
and daughter, Steve, 12, and
Stacy, 14. Walter Scott, 46, of
Dallas, also was hospitalized
at Parkland.
Police said the accident
occurred about 6:30 p.m. when
a car entered the freeway
going in the wrong direction
and collided head-on with
another car. The second car
spun around and was hit by a
- pickup truck Which was
towing a four-wheel trailer,
investigators said.
The victims were all oc-
cupants of the car driven by
Grice, police said. The driver
of the pickup was not injured.
In Kentucky accidents, one-
year-old Michael Thomas
King was killed Sunday when
he was struck by a car on
Pinkton Court near the
Harrodsburg city limits. No
citations were issued by
Harrodsburg police.
A Graves County man died
around midnight Saturday
after a two-car crash on U.S.
45 one mile south of his home
in Water Valley. Police said
Elzie Jackson Jr., 27, was
dead on arrival at a hospital.
Seven-year-old Jerry R.
Simpson of Coxs Creek was
killed shortly before noon
Saturday When his bicycle was
struck by a vehicle one mile
north of his home in Nelson
County on Lenore Road, of-
ficers said. Police said no
charges were filed against the
driver.
Steven W. Heflin, 19, of
Beaver Dam, was killed
Saturday morning when his
car overturned and crashed
less than a mile north of his
home in Ohio County, ac-
cording to police.
Steven W. Black, 24, of
Strawberry Plains, Ten0.‘
died after he was struck by a
vehicle on Interstate 75 early
Saturday morning about 10
miles north of Mount Vernon
in Rockcastle County.
State police said persons
allegedly involved in the in-
cident were later arrested, but
officers would not release
details. Black, a truck driver,
reportedly was assisting
another truck driver when he





During Jerry's Super Shrimp Feast
you can get 21 golden shrimp, cole
slaw, french fries and a hot roll
with butter...All for only $3.49.
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Savo Up to 71% Off Our Regular Catalog Prices On Scads of Selected Electronic Items!
Different items in different stores, but all stores are loaded with budget-pleasers, many not mentioned here. It's
a two-week event, so hurry for best selection! Sale ends 3/31/79.
PLUS BIG SAVINGS ON THESE MARCH BLOCKBUSTER
SPECIALS & MANY MORE!
sow




Modulettek949 by Realistic 7'
12995 Reg.159.95
Record your own stereo cassettes
from the AM/FM tuner, or use mike





',refuel*. $29 fit/Wu* Reinst/c Shur* Nene IM•gro•toc












TRAVEL WIN MOBILE CB
TRC-422 by Realistic
$79 Reg.119.95
-Hot-line- priority switch puts you
on Emergency Channel 9 or High-
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NEW YORK (AP) — John
Y. Brown and his new wife,
former Miss America Phyllis
George, plan to honeymoon
for 10 days on the island of St.
Maarten and then, according
to the groom, go looking for a
horse farm to buy in
Lexington.
Brown, millionaire owner of
the National Basketball
Association's Boston Celtics,
and Miss George, former




from the world of television,
sports and Kentucky politics
attended the 5 p.m. ceremony
at the Marble Collegiate
Church on Fifth Avenue, as
hundreds of thousands of St.
Patrick's Day celebrants
wended their way home along
the avenue.
About 450 guests attended a
lavish reception later at
Tavern on the Green
restaurant in Central Park.
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale,
who referred to the couple as
"old and dear friends,"
presided at wedding.
"You are two very talented
people," he remarked after
the half-hour service. "You
have become today a team —
one — to go and serve
mankind together."
Crowds of curious passers-
by and photographers
gathered outside the church,
snapping the stars as they
entered and left the church
and waiting for the
newlyweds, who were
escorted to their reception in a
beige Rolls Royce.
Miss George, 29, the 1971
Miss America, wore a
traditional Victorian-style
ivory wedding gown designed
by Albert Capraro, which had
a bodice of antique lace and a
full silk satin skirt, bordered
in candlelight fox.
Her hair was pulled up in a
chignon and adorned with
shamrocks and orange
blossoms. She carried a
bouquet of Irish field flowers.
Brown wore a tuxedo and a
bow tie.
The bride wore a diamond
necklace and matching
earrings, a wedding present
from her husband.
Mrs. Carole Hoffman was
the matron of honor, and the
two bridesmaids were
Eleanor and Sandra Brown,
daughters of the groom by his
first marriage. They wore
matching gowns of frosted
mint green velveteen, also
designed by Capraro.
The two flower-girls were
Elizabeth Raposo and Miss
George's godchild, Suni Ellis.
During the service, Andy
Williams sang the couple's
song, "Just The Way You
Are" by Billy Joel. They later
danced their first dance to the
same tune.
Many of Brown's guests
came to New York from
Louisville and other parts of
Kentucky for the wedding.
Included were Gov. and Mrs.
Julian Carroll; former
governor Ned Breathitt;
former sheriff of Louisville,
Alan Hamilton; Anita Mad-
den, owner of Hamburg Place
racehorse farm and Mr. and
Mrs. George Baker, formerly
with Kentucky Fried Chicken
and now owners of the
southern piiza chain, Mr.
Gatti's Pizza.
"There should be a lot of
people from Kentucky here,"
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Stibscrlbors wbe Mere ma
received Moir litsme-dslivered
espy IA The **VV L.dpr t
Timm by 5:$ alkeledee"
Friday or by 3:10 p.m. "
Sehlrarfi MI "Med ee ea
7S3-111 6 betimes 5:16 p.m.
and 6 p.m., theaday-Pritiny, or
3:30 p.m. mid 4 p.m. War-
errs, hi Mews delivery el dee
mewspaper Cab mad be
aimed by 6 p.m. weekdays er
4p... Saterdays is 'ma'am'',
delivery.
Baker said. "After all, that's
where Johnny's from."
Carroll said he came up for
the occasion because he and
Brown had been friends since
college days. "They're a great
couple," he said of Miss
George and Brown.
Asked if he thought there
was a chance Brown would be
a contender in the 1979 race
for the governor's seat he will
vacate, Carroll said: "No,
none whatsoever. I don't find
John interested in it right
now."
"He's a very capable fellow,
but he's not credible as a
candidate until he gets himself
out of the jet set and back into
the mainstream of the simple
life and what's going on in
Kentucky," he added.
Brown laughed off the
question. When asked if he
would run for governor, he
_would say only: "Not
tonight."
The wedding reception for
about 450 virtually took over
the Tavern on the Green
restaurant, which is divided
into five or six rooms.
High-priced champagne and
liquor flowed, as the
newlyweds greeted their
famous guests, who included
Cornelia Wallace, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Cronkite, Milton
Berle, Bert Parks, Eunice
Shriver and Charles Finley,
owner of the Oakland A's
baseball team.
"I'm so excited," said Miss
George. "And the greatest
thing about this is that all
sorts of our friends, from as
far back as cheerleaders with
me in high school, are here
with us."
Two buffet tables were
spread with platters of Beef
Wellington, cold turkey and
seafood casseroles, plus
Kentucky Limestone lettuce
flown up for the occasion.
Muhammed All was to have
toasted the couple with a
special poem he wrote for
them, but he was in Australia
and could not attend.
After dinner, the party
turned disco, with a live band,
flashing lights and smoke
from dried ice swirling knee-
Brown, 44, made a name in
pro basketball as the owner of
the Kentucky Colonels team of
the defunct American
Basketball Association.
Last year he bought the
NBA's Buffalo Braves, then
swapped franchises with
Celtic's owner Iry Levin.
Born in Kentucky, Brown
owns residences there, as well
as in Los Angeles and Florida
The couple met two years
ago, before Miss George's
marriage to her first husband,
movie producer Robert
Evans, whom she divorced
last year.
Miss George most recently
starred in the defunct
"People" show on CBS and is
currently considering a part in
a CBS television movie.
FIRST LT. DARRELL E.
CRAWFORD, son of Mr. and
Mrs. I. E. Crawford of
Murray, will complete
helicopter pilot training at
Fort Rucker, Ala., in April
and will be stationed at Fort
,Campbell. He will be assigned
to the 101st Airborne Division
there as a helicopter pilot. Lt.
Crawford is a 1976 graduate of
the United States Military
Academy at West Point, N. Y.,
and is married to the former
Anne Churchill of Bran-
denburg. Before entering the
flight training program at
Fort Rucker, Lt. Crawford
was stationed at Fort Hood,
Texas, and during his time
there was assigned a siX







ROTC field training exercises
from 5:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Saturday March 24 at Wildcat
Creek.
Activities such as fire
qualification with M-16 rifles
and training-in-ambush
tactics will be held.
Senior ROTC students will
be in charge of the activities.
Supplies will be furnished
from Fort Campbell.
Atkins Undecided If He
Will Back Candidate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Democratic nominee will
receive the backing of Gov.
Julian Carroll and five of the
Democratic Party's six major
gubernatorial candidates
against former Republican
Gov. Louie B. Nunn in the
general election.
Only state Auditor George
Atkins, in response to a
question from the Lexington
Herald-Leader, refused to say
whether he would support the
party nominee if he lost the
May 29 race.
"That's something you have
to wait until after the primary
to decide," Atkins said in
Sunday editions of the
newspaper, "but I don't an-
ticipate having to make that
decision."
Nunn is considered the
likely GOP nominee, although
he is opposed by former state
Sen. Ray White of Bowling
Green.
Three Democratic can-
didates, Atkins, U.S. Rep.




against alleged corruption in
the Carroll administration.
Carroll said Friday that
unless Atkins, Hubbard and
Graves "temper their
criticism, there will be some
mortal wounds" to the party.
But the governor said, "I
am a Demoerat and I'll
I 
ELASTOIN9116 INFIIIII
S EILER Olt AVAILABLE
We will select a qualified Reefing. General, or Specialised Contractor in this
area to sell & install the Dynamic VCP Rooting System We offer the mod
sophisticated & totally watertight mini" system—our 'testament- welded
one-plece mem brute.
• 5-10 year guarantee (labor & midi) Wised by VCP specified & accepted
by architects and owners ceet competitive with old BUR, new construction
or re-rooting , high profit no messy & hazardous hot tar
•Cnrnpirte on the ,lob training. sales assistance, )0b supervision Dealer
ship available now i redact
TCP 1100FING SYSTEMS, INC.
sra Permit Orals W. be., imillanepelle, III 41441
31744141e C. lilithasi Vitale, V.P.
support the Democratic
nominee."
Of the other candidates,
former state commerce
commissioner Terry
McBrayer is considered to be
Carroll's choice for the
nominee. Former Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane has
avoided attacking his rivals,
warning that a Democratic
rift would play into Nunn's ,
hands.
McBrayer said he believed
the party would stand behind
him if he won the nomination,
but added the criticism voiced
by some of his opponents
"doesn't help party unity.
"I think it will take a little
while for it to get over with,
but it won't be a major
problem," McBrayer said. He
pledged he would support the
Democratic nominee should
he be a loser.
"I'll be the first guy banging
at their door, asking them
what they want me to do,"
McBrayer said.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall has
at times attacked the Carroll
administration, but has not
run an openly anti-Carroll
campaign.
Sloane, Mrs. Stovall and
Graves also said they would
actively work for the party
nominee in the November
election.
Carroll said the Democrats
face two major problems in
the primary. One of those is
to elect a candidate who can
beat Louie Nunn," and the
second problem is "the
question of the critics,"
Carroll said, referring to
Atkins, Graves and Hubbard.
On the positive side, Carroll
said Nunn also lacks a unified
party.
"Louie Nunn is far from
putting it all together," the
governor said. But he added
that Repupicans to be "more
loyal to their canaldates."
THINK OF THIS....
You Can Save About
$839.28 A Year
irrAdupwArmurolourounri
Beat the rising cost
of living by rising
newspaper coupons.
An average week of newspaper coupons is
about $16.14, this amount for 52 weeks is
$839.28.
And remember other specials without
coupons represent a great savings. Subscribe
to. ..
thMuerray Ledger 8c Times
and realize the great savings each week.




_Read The Murray Ledger & Times
st.11.: 12 THE MURRAY. Ky.. LEDGER &11111111FS. Meade, . March 1$, 1971
Child Rearing Costs 15 To 17
Percent Of Yearly Family Income
The yearly cost of rearing
one child is approximately 15
to 17 percent of the family
income.
Data also show the cost of
supporting an 18-year-old is 30
to 45 percent higher than for a
F
lipyear-old.
"The costs of providing food
clothes for a growing child
nd to rise at a much faster
than other aspects of the
hild's support," says Helen
'kl. Stevens, home
management Extension
specialist in the Univeesity of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
• .Child rearing costs vary
from a large family to small
family, from city to county,
from one part of Kentucky to
another, from income level to
income level and according to
the different interests each
child and family develop,"
Stevens points out.
Out of each child-rearing
dollar now being spent by the
typical moderate-income,
North Central U.S. city family
of four, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture calculates the
following amounts go for these
items: 20.7 cents for food, 11.6
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shelter, 5.1 cents for medical
care, 1.9 cents for education,
17.2 cents for transportation
and 12.5 cents for all other
purposes.
''This study does not reflect
all geographic areas,' 
reminds the home
management specialist. "For
example, clothing may be
cheaper in warmer areas
where winter coats are not
needed and costs may be
higher if children attend
private schools."
Stevens notes there are also
some "hidden costs" or losses
in rearing children, such as
lost earnings if the mother or
father does not take a paying
job outside the home.
It has been estimated that
the lost 'opportunity costs'
could well be $72,000 to $75,000
for a mother, assuming she
stayed home until her
youngest child reached age
14," says Stevens.
This amount could be
figured by each family ac-
cording to the salary or wages
which might be realized from
a paying job, Stevens
suggests. Added job connected
expenses should be figured
into costs, she says, because
these expenses could reduce
the net amount considerably.
The Roman poet Equintus
Horatius Flaccus (Horace)
was born in 65 BC.
Vitus Bering, the discoverer
of Alaska, died in 1741 in the
Aleutian Islands.
The inventor of the cotton
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NOT IN A MILLION
,(EARS! FORGET IT!
Four-year old Allison Bantree of Paducah takes the opportunity to touch a mole
salamander at Center Station during the "Salamander Meander" recently. Center
Station is in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. A program on how to build a bird house for your
back yard will be presented at 1 p.m. at Center Station Sunday, March 18, 1979. for
more information contact Interpretive Services, Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231.
(TVA Ptioto by Kevin Penick)
'Quick Lime' Leaks Result In
Fires And Truck Inspections
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Authorities detained trucks in
three states for inspections
and took some of the drivers to
a hospital after learning some
potentially hazardous
chemical cargo had leaked.
Police in Alabaster, Ala.,
said the cargo, calcium oxide
or "quick lime," was found to
have leaked Sunday from
truck trailers in a restaurant
parking lot. Three trailers
caught fire and burned in the
parking lot.
Alabama state police
notified the Tennessee High-
way Patrol, which detained
four other trucks Sunday
afternoon carrying quick lime
along Interstate 65 near the
Kentucky border.
The Civil Defense was
alerted. Meanwhile, an Army
helicopter dispatched from
Fort Campbell, located along
the Tennessee-Kentucky
border, airlifted eight truck
drivers to Vanderbilt Hospital
in Nashville.
Janet Gren, a hospital
clinical specialist, said the
men were treated and









released for skin- con-
tamination, sore throats and
congestion caused by coming
in contact with the chemical.
Joel Ledbetter, Civil Defense
assistant operations officer in
Nashville, said quick lime
irritates the lungs, nose and
throat and can burn the skin.
Hours earlier Sunday,
drivers of other trucks
carrying calcium oxide said
they noticed their cargoes
were leaking in the parking lot
of a restaurant in Alabaster,
Ala. Alabaster police Lt.
Leroy Davis said the trucks
were all headed for the
Hammermill Paper Co. plant
in Erie, Pa.
Ledbetter said when mixed
with water, calcium oxide
increases substantially in
temperature. He said one
reason for concern was that
the truck trailers had wooden
floorboards.
"For a fire. to take place,
you have to have something
combustible with it," he said
of the chemical. "It wouldn't
go by itself."
He said three of the four
intercepted trucks were found
to be roadworthy, but were to
remain near the Kentucky
border, about 35 miles north of
Nashville, until the drivers
could resume their trips to the
Pennsylvania plant today.
Ledbetter said Civil Defense
employees put plastic
sheeting over the fourth truck,
to keep moisture away from
the chemical, and were
monitoring its temperature
with thermometers. He said
the truck had been found to be
overheated.
In Alabaster, Davis said the
trucks parked at the
restaurant derloped leaks
when the chernical began to
smolder because of dampness.
Truck driver Leroy King
said, "The fires started inside
the trailers and when they ate
through the wooden floor-
boards, the lime started
pouring out onto the ground.
That's how we first noticed
that anything was wrong."
Cranes were ordered to lift
the trailers and shake the
chemical onto the Triple-J
Restaurant parking lot, where




trucks were ordered to return
to the cement plant, and
Ledbetter said he was told
another-truck was detained by
police in Kentucky for a cargo
inspection.
Three Have Completed Training;
To Return To National Guard
Two local members of the
Murray National Guard unit
and a local man who will
Pvt. 2 Joseph W. Beard Jr.
return to the Murray unit
recently completed their basic
training.
Mortarmen Pvt. 2 Joseph W.
Beard Jr., 20, attended basic
training at Fort Benning, Ga.,
while his brother, Pvt. 1 John
Pvt. I John W. Beard
W. Beard, 18, attended basic
at Fort Knox. They are both
currently stationed et Fort
Benning attending advanced
individual training.
The two men are the sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Beard
Sr. of New Concord and will be
members of the Murray unit
upon their release from
training. Their father, Joseph
W. Beard Sr., is a sergeant in
the new Murray unit.
Pvt. 1 William L. Hale of
Almo also has completed his
basic training at Fort Ben-
long. He is currently com-
pleting advanced training
there and will return here
upon its completion.
New enlistments for the
Murray unit include Pvt. 1
Clay Mitchell, Pvt. 1 'Pirn
Smith, Pvt. I Ricky Hargrove,
Pvt, I William L Hale
Pfc. Thomas Eiseranann and
Sgt. Jim Burns. Spec. 4.
Charles R. Holland went
before the Officer Candidacy
Board on Sunday in
preparation for OCS.
Murray's National Guard
unit is a combat support
company detachment made
up primarily of artillery and
mortar personnel. Started in
November 1978, it has been
steadily increasing in
. strength. The armory
located on Sunbury Circle.
Plans To File For
State Auditor Today
is
FRANKFORT, K. (AP) - -
George Salem Jr., 35, a
Louisville lawyer, said in a
prepared statement released
Sunday he plans to file
Monday morning as a
Democratic candidate for
state auditor!
Computer's Analysis Of Home
Energy Efficiency Now Available
Although computers have
become more commonplace
and are being used by greater
numbers of people for
problem solving, the bulk of
the population must get along
without their aid.








available to anyone, is
designed to evaluate and
analyze a home's energy
efficiency, explains Sandy
Smith Holland, UK Extension
energy conservation
specialist. •
To use the service, you
answer a set of questions
about variables that affect
your home's energy use. Your
answers are fed into a com-
puter which runs an analysis
that will tell how efficient your
home is in its energy use.
"The computer also will
provide information to help
you in deciding on the best
things to do to cut energy use
and save money," says
Holland.
CHEAP computes home
energy losses by looking at
areas such as ceiling, wall and
floor insulation, storm win-
dows and doors, type of
structure ( brick, frame ) and
number of windows. Questions
also cover mobile homes.
Holland says that, since all
houses are different, "it is
impossible to devise a
checklist that fits all of thew.
But when you answer the
questions, do your best to eve
the answers that best fit your
house," she advises.
"Now is a good time to take
advantage of the computer
program," according to
Holland who points out that
spring is a favorite time for
people to make home im-
provements.
CHEAP brochures may be
obtained at county Extension
offices. Completed forms may
be submitted through the






The computer program was
developed in cooperation with
the Kentucky Department Of





Since 1970, Kentucky's rural
counties have experienced
dramatic population growth,
says a social demographer in
the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
This rural population ex-
plosion has been accompanied
by a decline in the rate of
growth in the state's
metropolitan counties, ac-
cording to Lorraine E.
Garkovich.
The researcher studied
Kentucky rural and urban
population trends from 1950 to
1976.
Her study shows that from
1970 to 1976, metropolitan
areas had a population gain of
only three percent compared
with an increase of 10 percent
for rural counties.
"This mirrors a similar
trend in the nation of rapid
growth for rural counties and
a slowed growth for
metropolitan counties," says
Garkovich.
The proportion of Ken-
tucky's population living in
metropolitan areas dropped
between 1970 and 1976— from
47 percent to 45 percent.
"While only a small shift in
geographic distribution of
Kentucky population, this
change may signal what many
are calling a rural
renaissance," says
Garkovich.
Another trend shown by the
study involves the migration
pattern.
Between 1950 and 1960, rural
counties lost 426,000 people
through net outmigration
while the metropolitan areas
gained 36,000 people. This
Lexington Man
Burned To Death
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
An elderly man was burned to
death Sunday morning in a
fire at his apartment on the
second floor of a downtown
brick building.
The victim, who had no
known relatives and was
reportedly about 82, was
identified as Robert Elam of
Lexington, according to
Deputy Fayette Coroner Bill
McCarney.
The blaze, at the corner of
Short and Limestone streets,
was reported around 9:30 a.m.
The fire heavily damaged the
apartment in which Elam
lived and caused minor
damage to Keller Florist Shop
on the ground floor and other
areas of the three-story
building.
No cause was immediately
determined for the blaze.
Elam was found in bed, near
where the fire was believed to
have started.
A state arson investigator
joined firefighters at the
scene, who brought the blaze
under control in less than an




. From 1970 to 1976, rural
counties , gained 91,000
residents through net im-
migration.
"This suggests Kentucky's
rural areas are becoming
increasingly attractive to its
current residents and per-
ceived as more desirable by
former urban residents,"
according to Garkovich.
She adds, "Recent national
and statewide surveys in-
dicate that the majority of
persons would prefer to live in
rural areas, and since 1970
many Kentuckians have been
acting on this preference."
Garkovich also notes that
until recently, all
metropolitan areas of Ken-
tucky were located in the
north and central parts of the
state, but since 1970 the
Clarksville (Tenn.) -
Hopkinsville area in south-






FRANKPORT, Ky. (AP) —
Frankfort Mayor James
Burch announced on Sunday
his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for
the 57th state House district
race in the May primary.
The capital city's mayor for
the last four years, Burch will
face Democratic incumbent
Rep. C.M. "Hank" Hancock,
who is seeking a fourth term,
in the May 29 primary.
Burch is industrial relations
manager for Schenley
Distilleries in Frankfort. He
served three two-year terms





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Harvey Jones of Versailles
has been named by Gov.
Julian Carroll to the Com-
mission on Corrections and
Community Service,
replacing Carroll Knicely of
Glas&ow who resigned.
Knicery has since been ap-
pointed state commerce
commissioner.
Edward the Confessor, king
of England, died in ION.
Poet Francois Villon was
banished from France in 1463
for theft.
Catherine de Medici, queen:
of France, died in 1463.
Joan of Arc Nis born in
Domremy, France, in 1412.
--
• TI% first telphone messa&e
was sent to land from a suB.

































































































FREE STORE 759 4600
GOD IS LOVE. I John 48
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6.33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759.
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJ P. 
Join the Crowd, choose
your paint and
wallpaper at the Bel-
Air Decor Store in the
Bel-Air Shopping Cen-
ter.
Owl IS HERE! A way to
make your dreams come
true We can show you how in
just one short hour that in-
dependence can be yours. No
investment. Phone now, 753-
3763.











WE WISH to announce that
Paulette Twigg is now
associated with the Beauty
Box, 753-7132.
5. LOST & FOUND
BLACK AND tan Doberman
lost in vacinity of 5 points and
College Farm Road area.
Answers to the name
Domingo. 753-6025 days, 753-
3226 nights, ask for Barb.
Reward.
FOUND: 14 FOOT flat
bottom V boat, owner may
claim by identifying and
paying for ad. 7S3.2370. 
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5:30
pm.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old City park.
Owner may call and identify.





operator, only one opening
exists. Excellent starting
wage and fringe benefit
package. Contact Vanderbilt
. Chemical Corp., Rt. 2, -Box.




machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
FUND RAISING sales op-








Salary based on experience
and knowledge. Send resume
to Jones Landscaping, 407 N
12th St., Murray, KY.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
medical office nurse, Send
resume P.O. Box 943,









part time and full time
personnel needed. Inquire in
person at Boone Laundry and
Cleaners, 605 Main.
SECRETARIAL POSITION,




sample to: P.O. Box 578,
Murray, KY 42071.
WILL HIRE three, no ex
perience required, high
SCTIO0I grad or GED
required. Machine shop,
welding, or other vocational -
technical skills in our schools
with pay of $419 to $485 Per
month. Room and board.
Openings in April. Call Navy
(502) 753-6439.
WAITRESS WANTED.
Apply in person, Hungry






302 N. 12th St.
or Call 153-3203
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE
30 Inch insutated top-
per for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
WE HAVE four GE 18 foot
refrigerators in stock. You
can buy these for $8 a week
with WAC. Come by today,
Goodyear, 753-0595 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
EIGHT !PIECE Birch dining
room set. 436-2743.
FOR SALE: house full of
furniture. Oil stove, air
conditioner„ mattresses,
dinette set, hide-a-way bed,
couch, iron bed stead, pie
safe, old kitchen cabinet, old
oak dresser, old lamp table,
deep freeze, other items.
Phone 437-4693 after 4:15 pm. 
We uy, Se
Used Furniture or Ap.
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
th
ONE TWIN size maple bed
with springs, $25. One full
size maple bed, 5.35. 753.8998.
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con-
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753-8170.
TRADITIONAL SOFA with 2
matching chairs. And' an
Early American sofa with
matching chair. Call 489-
2649.
WE HAVE a washer and
dryer with mini- basket for
only $7 a week with WAC.
Come by today, Goodyear,
753-0595
11. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: used Singer
sewing machine, zig-zag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39.95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha Hopper, 354-
6521.
19. FARM EQUIP.
4000 BUSHEL LONG grain
bin with 52 foot 6 inch auger
and bin sweep. 7 hp fan. 436-
2372.
1973 FORD F-750, grain
truck, good shape, new grain
bed. Ca11489 2706 after 5 pm. 
856 INTERNATIONAL with
duals and weights. 706
International with duals. 150
gallon saddle tanks, stainless
steel, with electric controls
489-2428 or 489-2422.
LOW-BOY 40 foot, single
axle. Mount sawmill or move
buildings. $1500, trade,
financing? 759-1739. 
1965 MODEL JOHN Deere
dozer with front end loader,
good condition. Also 1970
model Dodge 2 ton dump





Graduation is very near and you will begin your
first step in your professional life.
At Memorial Medical Center we feel we have the
ability to provide you with the opportunity you need
to take the GIANT step.
*3 month graduate transition orientation program
(June land August 31, 1979)
*Modular nursing concept
eC,ontinuing educational program
*Excellent benefits and competitive salaries and
In-service to meet your needs in professional
growth.
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT: (217)78S-3188
Jerilynn Easley, R.N.




Equal Opportunity Employer JIVE
11. FARM EQUIP.
THREE POINT hitch, plow
disk, one row cultivator, one
row tobacco" setter, hogs for
sale and cow and calf. 759
1531.
1952 TRACTOR WITH
equipment Call 753-4416. 
TRACTOR, 245 MASSEY
Ferguson 78 model diesel,
tractor sprayer, 3 point
hitch, Ford lift disk, nearly
new, 8 foot wheel disk 81/2
foot, good condition, 4,0120
tobacco sticks. Plow 3-12
inch, 6 foot bush hog nearly
new, 2 row cultivator, 800
gallon water tank, 2-53 model
Chevrolet trucks, 2 ton, one
side, approximately 150
gallon diesel fuel, wagon
with sides, red rubber tired
wagon with sides, 2 rubber
tired wagons, 2 row John






H WE CAN'T PUT AN ENERGY 1311-1. TO
GET HER BUT \NE KNOW HOW TO
BURN IT UP."
24. MISCELLANEOUS
'FOR SALE: 45 new iron
fence posts, 5 feet, $1.60 per
post. 753-2770.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts. 1965-69
Kennedy halts. 65 cents each.
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901)642-5118.
PENTAX K1000 camera for
sale. 436-2727.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352-5777.
26. TV-RADIO
IF YOU think breekin' up is
hard, you ain't seen nothin',
till you see this beautiful
Amoire cabinet, Magnavox
color t. v. and stereo com-
bination. It can be yours for
balance due or monthly
payments. Clayton's, for-
merly J. & B. Music. 753-
7575. •
WE HAVE eight 19 inch GE
color portables with color
monitor and light sensor for
$6 a week with WAC. Come
by today, Goodyear, 753-0595.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE or rent: 8 X 36
house trailer. If interested
call 492.8500.
1972 GAS MOBILE home,
completely furnished, air,
underpinning, very nice,
54500. 753-4074 or 753-1877.
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753-1873 after 6 pm.
1972 RICHARDSON-
ARDMORE mobile home, 12
X .72, 2 bedroom, fully fur-
nished with washer and
ilryer.54500. 7S9.4461.-
12 X 52 HALLMARK
TRAILER, partially fur-




28. MOB. HOME RENTS
NICE 3 BEDROOM trailer,
$125 per month. Phone 436-
5693 after 4 pm.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 24 X 24 family room




Trailer, $1110 per mon-
th, 2 bedroom. Call
753-01113 after 5 or
5:30.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: apartment, 2
bedrooms, 2 bath, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioned,





kitchen, located at 304 N 4th






washer and dryer hookup,
central heat and air. Call 753-
7550.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom
house, one mile from city
limits, on Highway 641 Call
753-2347.







GOATS FOR sale, all kinds.
489 2495.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED tiny toy
Poddle puppies. Call 753.
0957.
GREEN CANARY hen, cage
and accessories, 525. 753 5621
after 6 pm 
REGISTERED ENGLISH




Nice brick veneer home in
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
room and nice porch on main
level. Large bedroom, family
room, kitchen with rangetop
and hood, side by side
refrigerator, dishwasher in
the lower level. Also extras
Such as insulated windows..
50 foot t.v tower and outside
storage Call to see at 536,500








With The Friendly Touch"
Exciting, Colorful Ar-
tistic Interior
Designed Home . . .
Features 3 bedroom,







105 N. 12th St.
Listing of the Week! Extra
nice 3 Olt, 21/2 bath brick with
fireplace and Inerrator. (en'
tral beat end eir end extra ni-
tration for energy savings!
Located near Coldwater and
priced to sill at only 145,500.
John Smith, Realtor
753-7411
DO- YOUR' titling! 3 bedroOrt1
brick setting on 3 beautiful
acres within 5 miles of
Murray.. needs your per-
sonal touch. Call us to
view. .753-1492 or 753-1499.







With The Fnendlv Touch"
THE PLACE YOU'VE
WAITED FOR . .
Close in on Bailey Rd.,
this 5-bedroom, 3 bath
B.V. Bi-level home on
16 acres has central














Located at the corner
of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as
the Wallis Grocery
Building, this is an ex-
















ceiling and fireplace is
the calling card for
this four bedroom
home at Highland
Oaks. Central heat and
air, carpet, drapes,
range. $45,000.00
GREEN ACRES.. .a touch of
country living describes this
3 bedroom mobile home
nestled on a wooded hillside,
30 X 30 shop, 12, 2 acre rn-
ust listed! Grab the
phone and call 753 1492 or







Prof eawana Sen. or
With The Friendly Touch.'
A-FRAME DELIGHT
- Cypress Springs -
New 'and lovely -
Secluded 2-Bedroom





carefree summer or a
year-round residence.
Look This Over For
Only $21,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,




Choice new listing for
the choosy house hun-
ter wanting some
elbow room. Lovely 3
bedroom brick home
with electric heat




room, kitchen and 1-1/2
baths.. Home is
situated on 5.75 acres
with large barn and
pond, also above
ground swimming
pool. All this at a price




petant real estate ser-
vice.
fiurdom & Thurman




NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All 1)ay Wed
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Satiirda mti15.0n
PVC! NAIR COT $1.50 SHAVE 51 25
Fee beepitel a wine ails please cal 753 MSS see dey In al-
vows. Neter, Mk Service,
43. REAL ESTATE
S00000 CLOSE to
everything! You can walk to
downtown, do your shopping
and return to your home in
record time, Highest heat bill
$59.95 this past winter. See
today! Call 753 1492 or 753














Colonial home and 2
acres that has more
special features than
you can imagine. All
rooms are spacious,
with 4 bedrooms, 3-ki
baths, living room,
family room, kitchen









decks. All of these will





1222 for full-time real
estate service.
40. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 55 acres one
mile of Paris city limits,
black top frontage Also 3
acres same area 1 901-352
2122.
46 HOMES FOR SALE
FOUR BEDROOM, 2'.s bath,
modern home, $225 per
month. Call 753-8333.
FOUR ROOMS, including
bath. First street in Dexter,
3rd house on left. Also 1974
model Tanum truck, like
new. 753-5618.
HOUSE AND 41/2 wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. $23,000. Call (502)
639.6421 collect, after 5:30
pm. 
NEW THREE bedroom
duplex with economical heat
pump system. Built in
modern appliances, outside
storage for each unit. Large
private backyard. Close to
College and Shopping cen-
ters. Good monthly income.
Call 753 7947.
SIX ROOM brick house. Bath
and 1:2, 5 acres land, stable,
corn crib and fall out shelter,
deep well. Must sell due to
health. Call 436-5560
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick vanier, carpet and
utility room, located in New
Providence area on 150 X 140
lot. Call 753 3231 or 753-5881.
THREE BEDROOM brick
with utility room and garage,
larg lot 3 miles west of Lynn
Grove. Call after 7 pm, 345-
25.45
47. MOTORCYCLES
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call
753.8019.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1975 HONDA CB 360T with
wind fairing, excellent
condition, 7,000 miles, great
gas mileage, $150. Call 759-
4908 before 1 30 pm. 
1973 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder,
extra sharp, actual miles,
$700. 753 3023 
1975 YAMAHA 650, 1350. 759-
1334.
1978 YAMAHA 500 for sale,
less than 1,000 miles. Call
between 3.00 and 8:00 PM,
437 -4846.
41. USED CARS 
1967 BAJA BUG, $350 759-
1334 *
1976 BOBCAT. Calf 767 2749.
1971 CHEVROLET BEL
AIR, 4 door, 41,000 miles,
automatic, power steering
and brakes, 6 cylinder,
privately owned. 753 7523.
COLLECTORS! 1966 Crown
Imperial, tilt wheel, air,
leather. Original, showing









Coupe, 350 motor, power
brakes, power steering,
power windows, air, cruise,
etc. Best offer. 753-5859.
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
Excellent condition. 30 plus
mpg. $1500. During day call
753-1916 and ask for Lisa.
After 5:00 call 753-6331.
1971 FORD LTD, good
condition, $625. 437-4801
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford LTD,
$2650. Call 492-8745.
1976 GRAND PRIX, power
steering, power brakes, AM-
FM, power door locks and
power !Windows. New set
Michelin radials. Call 753-
5037 after 5:30 pm. 
1976 GRAN TORINO. Phone
492.8424 after 4:30 pm. 
1974 MUSTANG 3 DOOR, air,
automatic, AM FM tape,




miles with radial, air con-
ditioned, power brakes and
steering. Phone 753.8534.
1,976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air, AM FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with mar'oon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles.
S3595. 753-1499 after 5 pm.
1977 OLDS *CUTLASS
Supreme, factory air,
wheels, cruise control, power
steering, power brakes, only
15,000 actual miles, $4800
753 1736.
1978 PHEON IX PONTIAC, 2
door hardtop, AM-FM radio,
air and power. Call 435-4424.
1973 PLYMOUTH
SEBRING, 2 door, hard top,
V8, power steering, power
brakes, ac, less than 45,000
miles. After 5 call 753-8234.
1968 PONTIAC BON-
NEVILLE all power, all for
parts. Call 437-4763 
SO. USED TRUCKS
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, power steering and
brakes, air, 52,000 miles,
$2500. 753-9507.
1975 CHEVROLET
SILVER ADO, tilt wheel,
power steering, power




truck, 8 cylinder motor, 3
speed $225 753 5563 
1964 FORD PICKUP, $375.
759 1324
,11OR SALE or trade: 1976
Jeep CJ 5, roll cage, white
spoke wheels, 6 cylinder, 4
speed, 14000. Phone 354-6483. 
1977 FORD .1 WHEEL drive,
power steering, power
brakes, air, AM-FM tape,
55800. 437-457.
1962 GMC PICKUP, 701 S 4th




automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st, White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753-
0605.
FOR SALE: topper for short
wheel base pickup, $125. Call
753-5326.
PACE ARROW, motor home,
28 foot, 1978, 3,000 miles,
perfect condition, call 753-
7853.
POP-UP CAMPER sleeps 6
adults, needs some work.
Cheap! Call 753-2543. Also
1971 Chevy pickup, needs
repair to bed.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1977 CHRYSLER
SAILBOAT, 22 foot with 3
sails, galley, and head. Also
a 1977 Chrysler Sailer six
outboard motor Phone after
5 PM, 1-247-7966.
FOR SALE: 14 foot V bottom
MIrrorcraft boat and trailer.
No motor $250. Call 474.2776.
14 FOOT BOAT, motor,
trailer, 2 box seats. For more
information call 753-7527.
1972 14 FOOT ASTROGLASS
bass boat. 1969 85 hp
Evinrude with lots of extras.
Inquire at Darnell Boat Sales
or call 753-1887 after 6 pm.
$2650 or best offer.
STARCRAFT POP•UP
camper, sleeps 8. 753-874/















BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing aluminum siding,




cement work, free estimates.
Robert Rodirguez, 753-4501.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam




ching, also seal coating. Call
753.7148 or 753 9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High
way 641 N of Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
sl. SERVICES OFFERED
DO YOU nedd stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
Only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Stave shaw












753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blowng
attic urea fromalehyde. Free ,
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, R t.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435'
4527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.'
Phone 436-2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Catt
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP,-
PING, driveways and smatr,
jobs a speciality, also par
chino and seal coating. 753-
1537.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order.
now- all oak 525-rick. Cal4.
John Boyer at 753-8536.
OUTSIDE AND inside
painting, deck and pation
construction and home




repaired, 24 hour service,











to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarani
teed . Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1.
442-7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home 753-2211. 
WOULD LIKE to do babik
sitting in my home at 102 /1
13th Street.
WILL DO hauling of all
kinds. Call 753-4120 




and half collie, one male, 2
female puppies. Are all
paper trained. Call 753 0608.
. Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from

























cocretepower or n teals
etc.
753-5703
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Howard Lesley Bouland of
Farmington died suddenly
Saturday at 10:45 p.m. at his
home. He was 85 years of age
and a retired farmer.
The deceased was a
member of the Liberty Baptist
Church in Graves County, and
was a veteran of World War I.
Born Jan 6, 1894, in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late Ed Bouland and Roda
Beane Bouland.
Mr. Bouland is survived by




Ill.; one son, Orville Bouland,
1508 Clayshire Drive, Murray;
me sister, Mrs. Opal Arnett,
and one brother, Isaac




Watson, Mrs. Sheila Ramsey,
Mrs. Jennie Paschall, Miss
Jonnie Bouland, and Mrs.
David Amburgy; and five
great grandchildren—Jamie
Paschall, Steven and Michael
Watson, and Bruce and Daniel
Amburgy.
The funeral will be held
today at 3 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Harry
Yates officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Russell Bouland, Alan
McClain, Lonnie Arnett, Billy
Arnett, James Lewis Arnett,
and Edward Bouland. Burial
will follow in the Chapel Hill
Cemetery in Graves County.
Dianna Lynn Lee
Dies In Accident
At The Age Of 22
Word has been received of
the death of Ms. Dianna Lynn
Lee, 22, who died of injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident in Detroit, Mich., on
Saturday at 10 p.m.
Ms. Lee is survived by one
daughter, Laura Lee, and her
mother, Mrs. Berthell Her-
man, Detroit, Mich.; her
father, William Glenn Lee,
one sister, Sandra Lee, half
sister; Valerie Lee, two
brothers, Danny Glenn Lee
and Terry Lee, and her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elvin Lee, all of Dexter Route
1.
The funeral and burial
arrangements are now in-
complete.
Susan S. Rummager
Dies At Age Of 38;
Rites Here Sunday
Miss Susan Starks Rum-
mager of Cincinnati, Ohio,
died very soddenly on
Thursday at 3 p.m. in Cin-
cinnati. She was 38 years of
age.
The deceased was a medical
student there. Born Aug. 22,
1940, in Columbus, Ohio, she
was the daughter of Dallas
Rummager and Elms Skarks
Rummage, who survive.
She is survived by her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Rummager, 1609 Ryan
Avenue, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Mary Ann Ewald,
Dallas, Texas; one niece, Lou
Ann Veasy, Idaho; one aunt,
Mrs. William (Sally) Whitnell,
Murray.
Graveside services were
held Sunday at 1 p.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery with
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
and the Rev. Martin Mattingly
officiating.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral






recently retired blacksmith of
Murray, died Saturday at
10:59 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Perry was 83 years of
age and was the son of the late
Lee and Virginia Perry.
He is survived by his wife,
Mr& Flora Rowlett Perry,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Ina
Belle Ivery and Mrs. Mary
Marvel, Murray; two
nephews, Euwing Perry, Jr.,
California, and Jake Perry,
Chicago, Ill.; six nieces—
Doris, Mozelle, Corine, and
Marlene, all of Cleveland,
Ohio, Patricia of Detroit,
Mich., and Trois Perry of
Murray.
The funeral—wilt lie held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at St. John's
Baptist Church with the Rev.
C. E. Timberlake officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
The family hour will be held
tonight (Monday) from 7 to 8
p.m. at the Rutledge Funeral
Home, Murray. The body will
then be taken to the residence
at 203 Pine Street, Murray,
where friends may call until






• 3 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
• 2 Southern-Style
hush puppies.










The funeral for Mrs. Robert
E. (Myra Hanley) Towery of
Murray Route 2 at Kirksey
was held Sunday at 3 p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Horace Duke of-
ficiating. The song service
was by Mrs. Datha McCallon
and Mrs. Clarice Norsworthy
with Mrs. LaNell Usrey as
organist.
Pallbearers were Ronnie
Hanley, Eddie Hanley, Jimmy
Owens, Ted Alexander,
Crawford Hanley, and Doris
Ezell. Burial was in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
Mrs. Towery, 67, died
Friday at 5:55 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She was a
member of the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene. Born
June 22, 1911, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Frank Hanley and
Lacy Cunningham Hanley.
Survivors include her
husband, Robert E. Towery,
to whom she was married on
Nov. 14, 1928; one daughter,
Mrs. Bill (Carolyn) Morris,
and two sons, James Towery
and Richard s Towery, all of
Murray Route 2; two sisters,
Mrs. Ray (Manon) Owens,




Mrs. Towery is also sur-
vived by five grandchildren—
Mrs. Jim (Vickie) Crick, Mrs.
Ralph (Rhonda) Rogers, Mrs.
Floyd (Richela) Dawson, Mrs.
Steve (Janet) Johnson, and
Patrick Morris; three great
grandchildren—Amanda





Mrs. Madie Salmon of Hazel
died Friday at 7:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 91 years of
age and the wife of Leander
Salmon who died in 1940.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Church
of Christ. Born Jan. 3, 1888, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John Lee
and Mary Moody Lee. She was
preceded in death by two
daughters, Mrs. Louise
Marshall and Mrs. Alena
Cooper, two sisters, Mrs. Lona
Malcolm and Mrs. Addie
Dobson, and three brothers,
Herbert, Cecil, and Festus
Lee.
Mrs. Salmon is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Alma Lee
Patterson, Hazel, and Mrs. W.
D. ( Aletha ) Whitnell, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Neva Dobson, California, and
Mrs. Winnie Lee, Buchanan,
Tenn.; seven grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Bill
Johnson officiating. The song
service was by singers from
the Hazel Church of Christ
with Joe Thompson as leader.
Pallbearers were Tommy
Marshall, Bobby Marshall,
Dan Patterson, Max Bonner,
E. B. Grubbs, and George
Bostick. Burial was in the
Hazel Cemetery.
Service Officer Of
VFW Will Be Here
The Veterans of Foreign
Wars' service officer will be at
the Community Room,
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main
Streets, on Friday, March 23,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to assist
veterans and their dependents
in the development and
assistance of iling veterans
administration claims.
This workshop will be
sponsored by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars' First District
Commander, James Hinkle,
and Post Commander Sam
Miller of Post 5638.
Any veterans and their
dependents having questions
in regard to the workshop may
contact the local represen-
tative, Brown Tucker, 4811-
2467.




stepfather of Mrs. Charles
McManus of Murray, cued
Friday at 3:40 p.m: at his
home on Hickory Route 2. He
was 82 years of age and a
retired employee of the Curlee
Clothing Company.
Mr. Garland is reported to
have suffered burns after an
apparent heart attack while
burning brush at his home;
however cause of death had
not been stated on Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Katherine Garland; one
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Weber,
Mayfield; two sons, Bobby
Garland, Mayfield, and John
W. Garland, Jr., Cedar Grove,
N. J.; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Charles McManus, Murray,
and Mrs. Don Carid, Lake
Mary, Fla.
Also surviving are seven
sisters, Miss Dalpha Garland,
Miss Effie Garland, Mrs. Bob
Westerfield, Mrs. Albany
Brittain, Mrs. Mable Hale,
Mrs. Vera Johnson, and Mrs.
Buna Edwards, all of
Mayfield; eight grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at 3 p.m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. John
Huffman and the Rev. Johnny
Stinson officiating. Burial will





Joe Rayburn, 800 Meadow
Lane, Murray, died Saturday
at 8:40 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 70 years of age.
Mr. Rayburn was a retired
employee of the Tennessee
Valldr Authority, and a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Murray. Born April
20, 1908, he was the son of the
late Homer Hall Rayburn and
Lula Bell Anderson Rayburn.
He was married to the
former Elvyn )Sweetie)
Coursey on Dec. 25, 1926, who
survives, along with five
daughters--Mrs. Betty
Scheffler, Paducah, Mrs.
Brooks Rose, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley Williams, Madison-
ville, Mrs. Judy Copeland,
Benton, and Mrs. Jane
Gossett, Hammond, Ind.; four
sons—Homer Rayburn,
Powell, Tenn., Jerry Rayburn
and David Rayburn, Murray,
and Tony Rayburn, Memphis,
Tesnn.
Mr. Rayburn is also sur-
vived by one sister, Mrs.
Louise Scheffler, California;
one brother, John Rayburn,
Benton; 19 grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. J. Frank Young of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Robert Wiley, Billy Blakney,
Sherril Coursey, Randall
Coursey, John Hail Rayburn,
and Jim Rayburn. Burial will






Teacher Club has cancelled its
meeting scheduled fo,r
Thursday, March 22, due to
the participation of the
Calloway County High School
Girls Basketball Team in the
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Hubbard Files, Declares He Is
Only One Nunn Can't Defeat
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
First District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard filed today
for governor, declaring he is
the only Democratic can-
didate who can't be defeated
in November by Republican
lintie Nunn.
The anti-administration
contender predicted a heavy
turnout for the May 29
primary, which he said would
be be indicative of sentiment
against the state ad-
ministration.
Nunn, a former governor, is
regarded as the odds-on
favorite to win the GOP
primary, and Hubbard said
during a news conference that
Nunn would have no issues to
use against him.
Hubbard also said he has
raised more than $300,000 so
far during his campaign,
which was the latest major
one to start. Hubbard did not
announce until last December.
He predicted that not only
would he sweep his home
district in far western Ken-
tucky, but would make major
inroads in the 7th District in
the far eastern section, much
of it regarded as safe territory
for Terry McBrayer, the
presumed administration
choice for governor.
Hubbard said most Kerr
tuckians are looking for real







(ASVAB) is administered at
10 a.m. each Monday and
Thursday at the Century
Building in Paducah.
Individuals between the
ages of 17 and 31 may take the
test at no cost and without any
further obligation, according
to Jesse Adkison, master chief
petty officer and recruiter at
the Navy Recruiting Station in
the Bel-Air Shopping Center.
Anyone desiring free
transportation to and from the
testing site should contact the
Navy Recruiting office at 753-
6439.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Cattle 2300;
slaughter steers 50-1.50
higher; heifers 50-1.00 higher;
cows 1.00 higher; bulls 1.00
higher; calves and vealers
steady; feeders steady;
Slaughter steers choice 920-
1205 lb 69.00-73.00; mixed good
and choice 850-1250 lb 66.00-
69.00; good 870-1000 lb 64.50-
66.00;
Slaughter heifers choice 850-
1300 lb 68.50-71.40; mixed good
and choice 850-920 lb 66.00-




high dressing utiility 54.00-
61.00; cutter 47.00-53.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
42.00-47.00;
Slaughter bulls 1685 lb 74.00;
1-2 1065-2010 lb 61.50-70.00;
Slaughter calves and
vealers choice 175-300 lb
vealers 90.00-106.50; choice
300-440 lb calves 78.00-90.00;
feeder steers choice 270-400 lb
98.00-115.00; 400-500 lb 94.00-
98.00; 500-700 lb 83.00-94.90;
750-950 lb 70.75-81.25; mixed
good and choice 300-500 lb
18.00-98.00; 500-700 lb 75.00-
87.00; good 350-600 lb 72.00-
80.00; 600-830 lb 69.00-74.00;
heifers choice 250-400 lb 87.00-
99.00; 400-500 lb 80.00-88.50:
mixed good and choice 300-500
lb 76.00-87.00; 500-700 lb 67,00-
76.00; good 350-700 lb 61.00-
75.00;
Hogs 1000; barrows and gilts
75-1.00 lower; 1-2 210-235 lb
49.30-49.65; 200-240 lb 48.75-
49.25; 2-3200-260 lb 47.75-48.75;
245-290 lb 46.00-47.00; sows
under 450 lb 1.00 lower; over
450 lb 50 higher; 1,2 300-350 lb
42.75-43.75; 350-450 lb 43.75-
44.75; 450-500 lb 44.75-45.75;
500-680 lb 45.75-46.75; boars
over 300 lb 36.50-37.50;
Sheep 25; untested.
trying to fool the public into
thinking they they represent a
break from the old-style
politics of cronyism and
,favortism — of repaying
private factors with public
monies — of turning the public
trust into private profits," the
congressman said.
He again alluded to the FBI
investigation of state-related
matters at Frankfort such as
leases and truck purchases,
and in effect asked why
federal grand jury action at
Lexington on such topics has
been delayed.
U.S. Attorney Patrick
Molloy has asked the Justice
Department to authorized a
special grand jury, but no
word has come from
Washington in a couple of
months.
Hubbard said Kentuckians
are wondering why 40 FBI
agents have been gathering
evidence for months, and
nothing concrete has resulted
from the probe.
He said there appears to be
"a mountain of eviden-
ce...( that would be) very
damaging to certain people in
Frankfort," but did not
elaborate. If a grand jury is
delayed beyond the Miy
primary, the congressman
said, a large number of
Democrats will turn out at the
polls in protest.
Echoing his campaign
theme, Hubbard said -it is
time to stop this waste."
11.1 mhos iffilormi mono of In folloillso foof whim of Or foomilOosa dr
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Frances Jones Mills, state
treasurer and candidate for
secretary of state, was in
Murray last week visiting
business and community
leaders.
Mrs. Mills pledged to in-
stitute a voter registration and
voter education program if
elected. During her campaign,
she promises to cooperate
with all individuals,
organizations and the media,
as well as all other candidates
for statewide office.
Mrs. Mills has served in the
Kentucky General Assembly,
was elected clerk of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals in.
1971, and began her term as
state treasurer after being
elected in 1975.
+++
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
filed formally today as a
Democratic candidate for
governor, declaring that with
the support and en-
couragement he has received
across the state, he is "secure
of the momentum that is
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Mictugan,
Carp.. of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average +4.94
Air Products 17% +3/4
American Motors 
Ashland 011 4114 +%
American Telephone 43 40.1
Bonanza 4%.13 414A
Chrysler 10 +%
Ford Motor 42% +%
G.A.F. 12% +1,11
General Care 7% UDC
General Dynamks 34% +Ws














necessary to carry me to
success in the May 29 primary
— and then on to victory in
November.
At a 9:30 a.m. press con-
ference immediately after he
filed his papers with the
secretary of state's office,
Hubbard said, "I said it in
December and I say it with
even more feeling today — it is
time for some new leadership
in state government rather




picnic for Mandl J. Vinson,
candidate for Kentucky
Agriculture Commissioner,
has been scheduled for
Thursday, April 5 at the
Exposition Center on the
Murray State University
Farm.
The Friends of Vinson
Committee have announced
that in addition to barbecue,
the $10 ticket covers beans,
slaw, coffee and cold drinks.
+++
Terry Mc Brayer is
scheduled to bring his
gubernatorial campaign
through Murray today on his
way to the Kentucky Western
Waterlands annual meeting at
Kentucky Dam. McBrayer, a
candidate for the Democratic
nominaton, is expected on the
Murray Court Square this
afternoon.
+ + +
George Salem, Jr., a 35 year
'old Louisville attorney, has
filled for the Democratic
nomination for the office of
Auditor of Public Accounts in
the May 29 primary.
Salem, a graduate of
Western Kentucky University,
received his law degree at the
University of Louisville.
-1Itis alsiitime) to restort
the public's faith in the abilitj




friends attended the filing ii
the secretary of state's office.
Spring Hike
Day April 7
GOLDEN POND, KY —
Spring Hike Day will be
Saturday, April 7, 1979, in the
northern portion of Lent
Between The Lakes (LBL)
TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area ir
western Kentucky and Teri
nessee. Registration will be al
the North Information Statior
from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.
The National Camper's and
Hikers Association, the
Kentuckiana Girl Scout
council, the Bear Creek
Service Center, the Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council, and
LBL are cosponsoring the
event.
Hikers will have a variety ol
trails to choose from ranging
from ; to 18 miles in length
Scouts may also meet
requirements in Merit and
Proficiency Badges through
this program. Patches will be
on sale from $.75 to CA.
For additional information
contact Hike Day, Recreation
Services Section, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231, telephone
(502) 924-5602, extension 241.
pol
expiring?
You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare.
Allstate
You're in good hands.



















If you're 65 or over, or soon will be,
then you owe it to yourself to look into the
benefits of the NEW Blue Cross and Blue Shield
High Option Medicare Supplement Program.
Under this plan you gets lifetime maximum
coverage of $250.000 This valuable cover-
age supplements your Medicare without
duplicating it. The Plan pays the deductible
and co-payment provisions of Medicare Part
A for each spell of dines. And it psys in full
hospital charges for outpatient services net
covered by Medicare
This program also provides additional bene-
fits, after an annual deductible is met, for
Physician's charges, home health services,
skilled nursing facilities, plus more.
There are no health questions to answer,
however, new members have a 8-month
waiting period for preexisting conditions.
Prescription Drug Coverage
This High Option Medicare Supplement
Plan provides prescription drug bene-
fits Drugs requiring prescriptions will
be covered at the rate of 80% after
a separate deductible of $100 per
calendar year.
•Plo. Motif •Ioo Cram AIM, • Ike. Mork Shoo Wok, Non.
Present Blue Cross and Blue Shield mem-
bers having met the waiting period and
desiring to upgrade their present Medicare
Supplement coverage to the new High
Option Program have no waiting period.
To get all the details on this quality, prepaid
health care plan, mail the coupon today.
Complete and mail to
Special Accounts Division. Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223
Please send me information about the High Option
$250.000 Medicare Supplement Program. I understand no
health twee/ions witl be asked.
Name
Address
COY/State •  ZIP 
I am presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Ky. My Certificate No'
Fart% Bureau Member.. Please Sae Your Farm 111111hvok9tant.
Highway 641 D wA I
South, Murray
/111h a
972 fleyeellet 4-dinee, one owner. brown, new ear trade-in, Tenn !Me. 105.617 miles. Good. dependable ireneportaiden, 1978.
miwir OUT Inc. Telephone753-2617
